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Abstract

Tweets as information for emergency response during weather-related disaster events:

Methods, constraints and a geographical perspective

by

Ángela Marcela Suárez Castiblanco

The general aim of this research is to understand how social media content, generated

by the general public via Twitter, can be used with volunteered geographic information

and official data sources to provide information about how weather-related disaster events

are experienced at a local scale. Two main objectives are addressed in this study: (1)

understanding how spatiotemporal information embedded in tweets can be leveraged to

summarize their content and identify local effects and damage caused by weather-related

disaster events; and (2) exploring how both geographic information related to hazards

and validated citizen reports can be used for assessing the reliability of tweets and to

prioritize those most useful for emergency management. This research contributes to the

understanding of how social media data contributed by the general public can be used

to inform emergency response. Additionally, it shows that different spatial clustering

methods and spatial aggregation can work both to enhance content analysis in order

to summarize and identify tweets containing actionable information, and for conflating

tweets with authoritative geographic data to assess tweets reliability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and Motivation

One of the greatest challenges in meteorology and disaster management is translating

weather-related disaster event forecasts into their local effects on inhabitants. For exam-

ple, during hurricane Sandy in 2012, the National Weather Service (NWS) was able to

warn New York City residents about potential storm surge floods 36 hours in advance;

however, people did not know how to react (Meyer, Baker, Broad, Czajkowski, & Orlove,

2014). Despite the high spatial and temporal accuracy of the forecast, residents from

the areas affected by the hurricane did not have a clear understanding of the potential

local effects caused by the hurricane, such as those reported in the aftermath: power

outages; floods in streets, tunnels, and in subway lines; and damage and total destruc-

tion in housing units 1. Sandy became the second-costliest cyclone to hit the United

States since 1900–with a total associated loss estimated around $50 billion–, and had

the greatest number of U.S. direct fatalities related to a tropical cyclone outside of the

southern states since 1972; the death toll in the USA was 72 (Blake, Kimberlain, Berg,

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane Sandy#cite note-11

1
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Introduction Chapter 1

Cangialosi, & Beven II, 2013). This shows that the local effects from weather-related

disaster events remain challenging to predict, even when information about the hazards

is provided in advance.

Information about local effects and the damage caused by weather-related disaster

events is critical for emergency response. Although this information cannot be accu-

rately predicted, it has been historically contributed by the general public in near real

time (Doswell III, Moller, & Brooks, 1999). People on the ground play an important role

in reporting information about local events and effects associated with weather-related

disaster events such as hurricanes. They are usually familiar with the area and able to

report in a timely manner before, during, and in the aftermath of an event. Nowadays,

with access to the internet and smartphones with capabilities such as a camera, micro-

phone, GPS technology, and social media apps, more and more people are playing an

active role in reporting near real-time information on how they experience and perceive

disaster events.

Twitter, a popular social media platform, has become a useful tool for the general

public to report real-time information. When a disaster occurs, content shared on Twit-

ter usually contains timely, updated, and sometimes on-site reports about local effects

caused by the event. However, despite their evident potential to inform emergency re-

sponse, Twitter data are not used yet in a systematic fashion by emergency managers

or humanitarian relief organizations (Tapia, Bajpai, Jansen, & Yen, 2011). A main rea-

son for this is probably the intrinsic characteristics of Twitter data that hinder their use,

such as their massiveness, semantic variety, noise and spatio-temporal uncertainty. These

characteristics ensure that little of these data turn out to be useful without preprocess-

ing, and when this happens, it usually requires exhaustive manual filtering, i.e., searching

individually for tweets potentially useful for emergency response. Another reason is the

lack of credibility associated with these data. Twitter data contributed by bystanders

2



Introduction Chapter 1

and those affected by a disaster have been deemed as unverifiable and untrustworthy by

emergency responders (Tapia et al., 2011).

As a response to these limitations, researchers from different fields have developed

methods and tools to identify and filter those tweets that contain actionable information

for the emergency response (Vieweg, Hughes, Starbird, & Palen, 2010; Zade et al., 2018;

Kropczynski et al., 2018). For example, novel approaches combining natural language

processing, machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques have been used to clas-

sify tweets content. The combination of these techniques have been used not only to

extract relevant information from textual content (tweets text) (Imran, Castillo, Diaz, &

Vieweg, 2014; Rudra, Goyal, Ganguly, Mitra, & Imran, 2018), but also to classify media

content embedded in the tweets, such as photos or videos, in order to identify action-

able information (Ning, Li, Hodgson, et al., 2020; R.-Q. Wang, Hu, Zhou, & Yang, 2020).

However, although geographic information embedded in tweets has been considered when

developing some of these methods, there is not yet a clear understanding of how tweets

must be used together with authoritative geographic information in order to identify

and filter reliable tweets containing actionable information for emergency response. For

example, it is not clear yet whether there are spatial filters that work best during data

preprocessing in order to enhance topic classification of tweets. Also, it is not clear how

authoritative geographic information related to the hazard can be used to assess tweets

reliability.

This research examines how tweets contributed by the general public can be used,

along with volunteered geographic information and official data sources, to inform how

weather-related disaster events are experienced at a local scale. Using three different

case studies, this research seeks to: (1) understand how spatiotemporal information

embedded in tweets can be leveraged to summarize their content and identify local effects

and damage caused by weather-related disaster events; (2) explore how both geographic

3
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information related to hazards and validated citizen reports can be used for assessing the

reliability of tweets and prioritizing those most useful for emergency management; and

(3) identify the common textual content contributed by the general public via Twitter

about weather-related disaster events. This research contributes to the development of

methods to identify and filter tweets containing actionable and reliable information for

emergency response. It has further implications for the design of tools for the general

public to report weather-related events, as well as for the design of procedures to control

the quality of tweets for emergency response.

1.2 The role of the general public in reporting infor-

mation about weather-related disaster events

The general public has a long tradition of helping meteorologists shape their under-

standing of weather by reporting significant weather conditions or events (WMO, 2001).

In the United States, for example, some locals interested in reporting information about

local effects and damage caused by weather-related disaster events volunteer in a pro-

gram led by the NWS for this purpose. As part of this program, volunteers receive

training to contribute timely and in-situ observations that help forecasters to validate

and complement information required for weather forecasting. Besides this type of long-

time official initiative, the increase in access to technology and the internet in the last

decades has opened new channels for the general public to contribute information about

weather events in an informal and massive fashion, such as via social media.

Since the primary focus of this dissertation is on the reports contributed by the general

public via social media, in this section I discuss the characteristics of data generated this

way as well as its differences to reports contributed through official programs. I close this

4



Introduction Chapter 1

section by discussing how these reports fit within some labels suggested for geographic

information contributed by laypeople.

Twitter and weather-related disaster events

The internet and smartphone technology are allowing more people to access and

share information and opinions on the web. Social networking sites, such as Twitter,

have become very powerful tools to report and acquire real-time information. Twitter

was created in 2006 and works as a micro-blogging platform that allows users to share

and read messages limited to 280 characters, so-called tweets. The functionality and

popularity of twitter have made it potentially very useful after a disaster event occurs,

when it is urgent to get an idea of the characteristics and local impacts of an event, and

when the state of the situation can change very quickly (J. Li, Li, Ginjala, & Zaman,

2014).

Tweets can be grouped by topic or typed by use of hashtag words or phrases prefixed

with a ‘#’ sign, and although they are publicly visible by default, users can restrict their

visibility to only those users subscribed to their account, known as followers. Users can

also forward individual tweets shared by someone they follow to their followers. Thus

any public tweet can be shared and spread across the social network showing the original

tweet; this process is known as a retweet.

Unlike other social media platforms such as Facebook or Instagram, Twitter has

certain advantages as a data source. First, the mandatory 280-character limit eases its

use for research; second, in contrast to other platforms that focus on creating mini blogs of

a user’s life, Twitter lives in the here and now, meaning that reports are more likely to be

related to trending topics; and last, publicly available tweets can be collected through the

Twitter Application Programing Interface (API) (Chan, Vasardani, & Winter, 2014). It is

5
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worth clarifying here that users retain their rights to any content submitted, and although

the content of public Tweets is available online, Twitter does not disclose personally

identifying information (Twitter, 2020). Also, it is important to keep in mind that it

is the analysis of a large quantity of individual reports that makes Twitter a promising

data source to answer research questions.

Different elements constitute a tweet: a user’s information, including name, username,

and a profile picture; the message, the text limited to 280 characters, which might include

a shortened url of pictures, videos, or other website; time and date stamp when the tweet

was tweeted; and the location from where the tweet was tweeted (Poorthuis, Zook, Shel-

ton, Graham, & Stephens, 2014). Location may be included optionally and in multiple

ways with different precision levels, classifying geotagged reports into two groups: those

whose location is automatically captured by the user’s mobile device or browser, or those

whose location is manually selected by the user from a list of place names provided by

Twitter. In the first group, location is captured in the form of latitude and longitude,

while in the second group, location is usually recorded as a neighborhood, a city, or even a

country (L. Li, Goodchild, & Xu, 2013). The datasets that will be used for this study only

includes tweets from the first group, with the actual latitude-longitude coordinate pair.

According to Twitter terms and conditions, only a 1% sample of tweets collected during

any specific period of time can be downloaded (Longley & Adnan, 2015). Although this

means that any sample of Twitter data used for this study will not fully represent the

entire actual set of geotagged reports about events such as hurricane Sandy, this research

aims to identify how this data source can be used to complement and enhance other types

of official data on weather-related disaster events for its use in disaster management.

6
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Weather Spotter Program

The weather spotter program, known generally as SKYWARN, is the main current

initiative from the NWS to collect user-volunteered observations reporting severe-weather

events and conditions throughout the United States (Skywarn, 2020). It consists of a

network of volunteers coordinated by the NWS that over the years has contributed to

the development of important historical databases helping meteorologists to calibrate

algorithms, validate the accuracy of forecasts, and describe several local storms (Elmore

et al., 2014; NOAA, 2020).

Storm spotting history began in World War II as an effort to protect the nations

military installations, but became a public service with the resumption of public tornado

forecasting in 1952. By the 1960s, the need to improve public awareness in order to

succeed in severe weather forecasting, especially of those very short range events such as

tornadoes, led the NWS to create the SKYWARN program, aiming to promote a coop-

erative effort between the NWS and communities (Doswell III et al., 1999). Volunteers

from this program are called Weather Spotters, and their expertise varies according to

their experience, knowledge, and personal skills. Although anyone with an interest in

public service and access to communication can join the SKYWARN program, to be-

come a Weather Spotter each volunteer must take a training course that covers a set of

materials prepared and updated by the NWS over the years. Training is conducted by

each NWS local office and covers: fundamentals of storm structure and development,

identifying potential severe weather features, information to report, how to report, and

basic severe weather safety (Skywarn, 2020).

Besides the training, each spotter must provide a telephone number at which they can

be contacted and a location from where their reports are going to be contributed, usually

their home or workplace. This location is stored as the pair of geographic coordinates
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Figure 1.1: Spotters information on a forecaster workstation.

associated with each spotter, along with their telephone and identification numbers, as

shown in Figure 1.1. The telephone number is required because the reporting process

can occur in two ways: either the NWS calls the spotter for information on a storm

in question, which usually occurs when there are not many spotters in the area, or the

spotter gets in touch with the NWS. This is possible via telephone call using a spotters

hotline. A report can also be sent online using the local office’s website, which allows

spotters to report from a location other than they home or workplace.

Spotters are supposed to report all dangerous weather-related situations and poten-

tially extreme conditions from a safe distance. Specifically, NWS is interested in georef-

erenced information on strong winds, large hail, wall clouds, funnel clouds, tornadoes,

flash flooding, damage, and dangerous winter weather for radar verification, warnings,

and decision-making (Palmer & Kraushaar, 2013). Although Spotters do not fill out a

specific form, during the training they learn the specific reporting guidelines for their

area. For example, in the area of Los Angeles/Oxnard some guidelines to report are:

8
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heavy rain is reported if it is 1/2 inch or more per hour, heavy snow if it is one inch or

more per hour, high wind if it is estimated or measured greater than 35 mph, or visibility

if it is reduced to less than a 1/4 mile (NWS, 2020).

Spotters’ reports consist of an event description following the guidelines for the area,

the approximate time and duration, and specific event’s characteristics. For example, if

hail is reported it is recommended to include its size; for floods, it is recommended to

include an estimate of the areal extent and water depth, as well as to indicate if there is a

threat to life or property, or if any injuries or damage have already occurred. Information

about other secondary events such as disrupted traffic also needs to be included (NWS,

2020). These reports are validated by NWS, used to promote public awareness, and then

stored in a historical database.

Volunteered and Not-so-volunteered Geographic Information

The term Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) officially appeared in the liter-

ature in 2007 to refer to all the geographic information provided voluntarily by laypeople

willing to devote time and effort to contribute information about any area on the Earth’s

surface (Goodchild, 2007). Besides constituting an alternative and promising source of

geographic information by itself, VGI can be used to enrich, complement, or update au-

thoritative information (Antoniou, 2011): it is created in a timely manner, available at

no cost, and gathers local knowledge (Antoniou & Skopeliti, 2015; Craglia et al., 2008;

Goodchild, 2007).

A common example of what the term VGI entails is the OpenStreetMap project

(OSM), which allows people to provide and edit descriptions of an area of the earth’s

surface with the aim to create a free digital map of the world. OSM has been widely

used to help in disaster management tasks, to some degree filling the gap left by official
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mapping agencies, such as creating timely topographic maps of the cities affected by the

Haiti and Nepal earthquakes, or using this cartography to map critical infrastructure at

risk of flood in Jakarta (Haklay, Antoniou, Basiouka, Soden, & Mooney, 2014).

There have also been other initiatives using VGI reports in disaster management;

a good current example is the project called Did You Feel It? This is a project of the

United States Geological Survey aiming to use geolocated volunteered reports on how

an earthquake was perceived and experienced on the ground, to create maps of how

strongly it was felt (intensity), and where the damage occurred. The maps are called

Community Internet Intensity Maps and contribute to a quick assessment of the scope

of earthquake events. Besides being an excellent tool to make decisions during earth-

quake response and recovery, these maps also provide valuable insights for research on

earthquake preparedness (Wald & Dewey, 2005).

Other types of geographic information contributed by the general public have emerged

and evolved alongside geospatial tools, such as information contributed through social

media. Although some authors consider georeferenced social media data as a form of

volunteered geographic information (Newsam & Leung, 2019), there are some differences

between the two that have motivated a discussion about new labels and classifications

that can describe social media data better. An example of these differences is how the

notion of volunteerism is applied. Volunteerism refers to people willing to devote time

and effort to tasks for which they receive no monetary reward. For the purpose of this

dissertation, I will mention some of these distinctions based on two axes (Figure 1.2), one

referring to the willingness and conscious intent to contribute, and a second one alluding

to the level of people’s expertise and knowledge in the topic they are reporting.

Along the first axis and regarding willingness, Harvey (2013) highlighted the impor-

tance of distinguishing between volunteered and contributed crowdsourced data in order

to identify possible biases and to assess data fitness for use. He states that crowdsourced
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Figure 1.2: The scope of the Not-so Volunteered Geographic Information.

data collected with user control is volunteered, whereas crowdsourced data collected with

no or limited user control is contributed. In this same vein and with regard to conscious

intent, McKenzie and Janowicz (2014) stated that the motivation to contribute geo-

graphic information via social media is not always related to voluntarism. The authors

suggest that sometimes people are not aware of the data they are contributing or are un-

aware of how the data will be used, which depends on the level of transparency of social

media platforms. They refer to this not-so-voluntary information as Coerced Geographic

Information.

Along this line and digging further, Stefanidis, Crooks, and Radzikowski (2013) stated

that information harvested from social media is a deviation from the original idea of

VGI, since it is not a product of citizens being empowered to contribute geographic

information. It rather represents ambient information with geographic footprints. Thus,

instead of representing geographic information per se, it captures locations from where

the tweet originates, or references in the content to geographic entities or events such

as traffic jams or power outages. The authors suggest naming this information Ambient

11
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Geographic Information. On the second axis the discrimination of geographic information

contributed by the general-public is based on their expertise or knowledge, which varies

greatly. According to their expertise reporters range from novices to experts, whereas

based on their knowledge they range from untrained to trained reporters. In the first

case, they could be novices or experts in a volunteer program such as SKYWARN, or

novices or experts using social networks to report. In the second case, the knowledge level

classifies reporters ranging from untrained reporters to trained volunteers. The group of

untrained reporters is represented by lay people posting information on social media, and

the group of trained reporters is constituted by participants of citizen science projects,

who are trained to collect data for scientific purposes (Harvey, 2013).

Although the discussion above allows us to assess the broad extent of potential re-

porters’ profiles, for the purposes of this research general-public reports will be classified

only according to reporters’ training. Reports contributed by the general public via

Twitter will be considered as user-generated content–since there is no evidence that they

fill the characteristics of VGI, whereas reports contributed through the weather spotter

program will be considered as VGI.

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation is structured around three studies. Study 1 evaluates to what ex-

tent spatial and temporal filtering of tweets serve to produce a dataset that best contains

tweets sent from areas affected by a flood. Also, what spatial and temporal filters are ad-

vantageous to best classify tweets by topic and thus identify the damage-related tweets.

Using topic modeling and the 2013 Colorado Floods as a case study, we compare three

different spatial filters with respect to their ability to extract relevant tweets for emer-

gency response. Study 2 presents an approach that uses both weather-related reports
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contributed by trained volunteers and authoritative geographic information to prioritize

tweets that are most likely to contain reliable information for disaster response. Us-

ing hurricane Harvey, we propose a framework to filter and classify tweets that consists

of extracting the main topics from tweets using topic modeling, analyzing their spatial

distribution, and estimating both the proximity to validated reports and the spatial cor-

respondence with areas at risk. Study 3 uses Hurricane Sandy and the 2013 Colorado

Floods to examine the use of hierarchical clustering as a method to identify common

content included in tweets text and how this content evolves over time.

13



Chapter 2

Spatio-Temporal Filtering of Tweets

to Improve the Identification of

Actionable Information for

Emergency Management

Abstract

Twitter has become a useful tool for reporting in real-time about the state, char-

acteristics and local effects of weather-related disasters. However, due to its large data

volumes and spatial and semantic uncertainty, it is challenging for emergency managers

and weather forecasters to use Twitter data for assessing and responding to the local

impacts of events. This chapter evaluates the utility of applying spatio-temporal filters

to Twitter data prior to analyzing their content for use in emergency management. Using

the 2013 Colorado Floods as a case study, three different spatial filters are compared with

respect to their ability to extract relevant tweets for emergency response. The approach
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involves: (1) creation of different datasets by filtering tweets posted only within the most

critical stages of the disaster and sent from areas potentially impacted; (2) analysis of

tweets content and; (3) comparison of the topics identified in each dataset by consid-

ering the distances of tweets to the nearest damaged structure. Results confirm that

spatio-temporal filtering of Twitter data prior to analyzing tweet content enhances the

identification of actionable information for emergency response. Additionally, this study

demonstrates that the selection of the “best” spatial filter to identify actionable informa-

tion depends upon what the emergency responder identifies as actionable information.

2.1 Introduction

As of writing, Twitter has 330 million monthly active users, and around 500 million

tweets are sent out every day. The bulk of these tweets are messages where the general

public usually share information and opinions about events unfolding in both virtual and

physical worlds(Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016). Since these messages about events happening

in the physical world usually represent timely, updated, and sometimes on-site reports,

they have caught the interest of the disaster management field. Forecasters and emer-

gency managers have envisioned Twitter content as an on-the-ground reference both for

confirming the occurrence of weather-related disaster events and for tracking the local

damage and impacts caused by them.

Research from different disciplines has helped to understand the use of Twitter data

for disaster management tasks such as event detection(Sakaki, Okazaki, & Matsuo, 2010;

Crooks, Croitoru, Stefanidis, & Radzikowski, 2013; Y. Huang et al., 2018; de Bruijn et al.,

2019), hazards mapping(Z. Li, Wang, Emrich, & Guo, 2018), the understanding of socio-

demographics of populations at risk(Zou et al., 2019), the assessment of evacuation order

compliance(Mart́ın, Li, & Cutter, 2017) and disaster damage assessment(Schnebele, Cer-
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vone, & Waters, 2013; Cervone et al., 2015; Hultquist & Cervone, 2020). However, there

is still one disaster management task in which Twitter data has not yet been successfully

employed: emergency response. The integration of Twitter data into the logistics and

planning tools of emergency managers in an automatic fashion is still lacking(Zade et al.,

2018). This means that it is still a challenge for emergency managers to prioritize the

information posted on Twitter so as to use it for decision-making in a rigorous way.

Due to this limitation, over the last decade a persistent challenge to research using

social media data for disaster management has been to identify and summarize useful and

actionable information for emergency response(Vieweg et al., 2010; Zade et al., 2018).

Different approaches have been developed for this, which can be classified into two groups:

(i) those focused on leveraging tweets textual content and metadata—such as the number

of followers of the person tweeting(Imran et al., 2014). A recent example of studies in this

group is that by Rudra et al. (2018), who developed an algorithm to identify sub-events

caused by a disaster in tweets text—e.g. the algorithm identifies building collapse as a

sub-event caused by an earthquake event; and (ii) those focused on leveraging spatial and

temporal information embedded in tweets in order to enrich tweets content analysis. An

example in this group is the study by de Albuquerque et al. (2015), who used authoritative

geographic data to define flood affected regions with their proximity areas to filter and

analyze only tweets sent from a location lying within those areas. Although approaches

in the first group usually originate in the field of computer and information science, and

approaches in the second group stem from the field of geography or GIScience, it has

become more and more common to use approaches that evenly combine methods from

both groups to identify useful information for emergency management —i.e. combining

text mining techniques and spatiotemporal analysis.

A key step in any of the approaches mentioned above is to use the spatial informa-

tion embedded in tweets to filter out a representative sample of the tweets that could
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contain actionable information for emergency response. This is done either during or

after data collection or both. During data collection, tweets can only be filtered by using

an arbitrary spatial bounding box covering the impact area(Sit, Koylu, & Demir, 2019).

After data collection, tweets can be filtered by using a predefined spatial polygon corre-

sponding to administrative boundaries (such as cities, counties or ZIP Code Tabulation

Areas (Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016)) or a polygon delineating the disaster impact area (de

Albuquerque et al., 2015). Although we assume that the latter is the ideal method for fil-

tering, information about the potential impact area is not always available. The question

now is how could a representation of such an area be defined? There is little clarity on

which spatial unit or spatial process serves best for that and neither on how by filtering

tweets using certain spatial units it improves the identification of useful information for

emergency management. This means that, for example, it is not clear yet how any type

of spatial filtering enhances the identification of tweets that serve to complement damage

assessment. This study addresses that gap. Using the 2013 Colorado Floods as a case

study, we evaluate to what extent spatial and temporal filtering of tweets can serve to

produce a dataset that best contains tweets whose content is useful for emergency man-

agement. Additionally, we evaluate what spatial filters are advantageous to best classify

tweets by topic and thus identify actionable information for emergency response.

2.2 Literature Review

In reviewing the studies on the use of Twitter data for emergency management, it

is important to make the distinction between filtering tweets and other tasks that are

more common, such as classifying. Classifying is the act of grouping or subdividing

but keeping all tweets, whereas filtering means removing some tweets from the original

dataset with the intention of creating a more accurate selection of tweets sent by people
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experiencing the event. Tweets classification has been a common approach prior exploring

their content, whereas filtering is far less used and discussed in studies related to content

analysis.

Filtering tweets that best represent those sent from areas affected by an event should

be a common goal when using Twitter data as a data source for disaster research or

emergency response. In fact, it has already been demonstrated that the content of tweets

sent from the area affected by an event tend to be more related to the disaster (Graham,

Poorthuis, Zook, & Others, 2012; Schnebele et al., 2013; Herfort, de Albuquerque, Schel-

horn, & Zipf, 2014; de Albuquerque et al., 2015; Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016; Z. Li et al.,

2018). However, when thinking about how to filter data during the emergency response,

there are some inevitable questions: how should potential areas affected by an event be

defined? If damage assessment takes time, which areas serve as an estimate or proxy

of the potential impacted areas? Are these areas defined by the mandatory evacuation

areas? Are they as previously defined by hazard risk assessments?

Although the challenge is to filter out tweets sent from an area that best resemble

the natural hazard dynamics or in the best scenario, that resemble the areas affected by

the event, the reality is that tweets are usually spatially filtered based on the interests of

the researcher or data availability. For example, in the study done on Hurricane Sandy

by Q. Huang and Xiao (2015), the authors used Downtown New York city as the study

area to train and validate a coding schema to categorize tweets into different themes

for emergency response. Although this work presented a great contribution towards

the automatic classification of tweets for emergency response, the arbitrary selection of

the area of study could cause the exclusion of tweets with useful information for the

emergency response or sent from scattered affected areas and therefore the omission of

representative categories in the coding schema.

Besides spatial information embedded in tweets, temporal information (tweets times-
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tamp) also plays an important role in data filtering. Early studies using tweets to ana-

lyze disaster events such as Hurricanes Ike and Gustav (Hughes & Palen, 2009), the Red

River flood in 2009 (Palen, Starbird, Vieweg, & Hughes, 2010), and Hurricane Sandy,

(Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016), confirmed that the number of tweets and the event-related

tweets increase with their proximity in time to the event. In the case of Hurricane Sandy,

the authors found that the number of tweets mentioning the event peaked on the day the

hurricane landed on the continental United States. Based on this, recent studies have

also considered the temporal component when analyzing tweets content. For example,

after classifying tweets about Hurricane Sandy by topic Z. Wang and Ye (2019) map the

area-specific topics at the census tract scale in order to visualize the spatial distribution

of topics before, during and after the hurricane hit New York city.

Different from previous studies that consider tweets temporal and/or spatial distri-

bution to discuss the results of content analysis, in this study we use content analysis

—while also considering the temporal distribution of tweets— to evaluate which spa-

tial filters best select tweets that might contain actionable information for emergency

response. Although information relevance and actionability might differ from one re-

sponder to another (Zade et al., 2018), actionable information in this study refers to

information about local affectations that was shared during the emergency and which

emergency responders can take action on —such as people trapped due to road closures

and place names related to reports like this.

2.3 Data and Case Study

The 2013 Colorado floods were induced by an 8-day long heavy rainfall period over a

broad region of the Colorado Front Range foothills and adjacent plains that caused local

events such as flash flooding, landslides and debris flows in addition to severe flooding.
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Although flash flooding from locally heavy rainfall is not uncommon in this region, there

are different reasons to consider these floods exceptional, for example: the protracted

duration of heavy rainfall, the prolonged duration of flooding days to weeks following

the cessation of rainfall, and the widespread spatial extent of both the rainfall and the

flooding impacts (Gochis et al., 2015). The total economic damage of this event was

estimated at nearly $2 billion with nine recorded fatalities (SHELDUS).

This study relies on a dataset consisting of 5,912 geotagged tweets related to the

floods, sent from within the United States and provided by the DOLLY project at the

University of Kentucky (Poorthuis & Zook, 2015). Tweets were collected from Septem-

ber 1st to September 30th of 2013 and filtered using nine keywords and three hashtags

identified by previous research on this event: boulderflood, cowx, nwsboulder, coflood,

cuboulder flood, jeffcoflood, waldoflood, floodgas, floodinfrastructure, #cofloodrelief, #col-

oradostrong, and #boulder (Dashti et al., 2014; Ye, 2016). While each tweet in the dataset

has a variety of associated metadata, the data used contained the text, user identification

number, user profile description, timestamp and geographic coordinates from where the

tweet was sent.

In addition to the Twitter dataset, three other spatial datasets with official informa-

tion were used in this study. One was a dataset containing polygons defining the actual

extent of the flood downloaded from the City of Boulder 1, Boulder county 2 and the

disasters geoplatform 3 websites. The second dataset contains point locations of struc-

tures affected by the floods and was downloaded from the disasters geoplatform website.

The third dataset consists of polygons defining the extent of the counties affected by the

1https://bouldercolorado.gov/open-data/city-of-boulder-september-2013-flood

-extents/
2http://gis-bouldercounty.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/a9624bd25d854ef7ab0d543e9490ce48

0
3https://disasters.geoplatform.gov/publicdata/NationalDisasters/2013/

ColoradoFlooding 2013/
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disaster downloaded from the United States Census Bureau4.

2.4 Methods

Four main stages characterize the analysis of the Twitter data: pre-processing, filter-

ing, content analysis and evaluation. During pre-processing, the datasets were cleaned

to reduce noise and any redundancy among the tweets. In the filtering stage, we filtered

tweets posted within the most critical stages of the disaster that were sent from a loca-

tion impacted by it. Content analysis identified groups of tweets with similar content

using topic modeling that was performed at two different levels: for the whole unfiltered

dataset and for subsets of tweets created during the filtering process. Finally, during the

evaluation stage we determined whether the results of content analysis are more accu-

rate when using the filtered datasets than when using the whole unfiltered dataset. The

overall workflow is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Workflow for data analysis.

4http://www.census.gov
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2.4.1 Pre-Processing

Data pre-processing started by removing duplicated or reshared tweets and tweets sent

by bots. Also, since this study focused on tweets sent by the general public, tweets sent

from official accounts of emergency responders or media were excluded. This process was

followed by a general text cleaning that included lowercase conversion and the removal of

punctuation, whitespaces, urls, numbers, special characters5 and common stop words—

commonly used words such as “the,” “and,” and “but.” For our study, we used the

SMART list of English stop words defined in the R tm package (Feinerer & Hornik,

2019).

2.4.2 Filtering

Filtering aimed to exclude non-relevant tweets based on the time they were sent

and their location, creating different subsets of the original dataset whose content was

analyzed in the next research stage. We first created histograms and maps from the

Twitter data set to explore their temporal and spatial distribution. Based on this, tweets

were grouped according to their timestamp and the stages in the evolution of the floods

previously identified, creating the different subsets of tweets from the original data. For

each of these subsets, we then filtered only the tweets posted from areas potentially

affected by the event. These temporal and spatial filters are described in detail as follows:

Temporal Filtering

The month-long collection of tweets in the Colorado dataset was classified into four

different stages of the event evolution (Table 2.1), which were defined based on the

5Such as the hashtag sign (#) from the beginning of all hashtag words, the forward slash (/) included
in internet links or the ‘at’ sign (@) used for user mentions.
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temporal distribution of the tweets and official reports on the evolution of the event

(Gochis et al., 2015).

Stage Dates Description

Pre-flood September 1 to 10 Includes reports sent before the heavy rainfall
started in Boulder (Gochis et al., 2015). 983 tweets
were classified in this stage, which corresponds to
25% of the total tweets.

Flood September 11 to 15 Covers the Primary Flood Event defined by the
National Center of Atmospheric Research. Emer-
gency evacuation and civil protection operations
were activated on 12 Sep 2013. An official fed-
eral disaster was declared 14 Sep 2013 (FEMA)
(Gochis et al., 2015). 1,168 tweets were classified
in this stage, which corresponds to 31% of the total
tweets.

Immediate
Aftermath

September 16 to 22 The week right after the primary event occurred.
967 tweets were classified in this stage, which cor-
responds to 25% of the total tweets.

Post-flood September 23 to 30 Until data collection finished. 740 tweets were clas-
sified in this stage, which corresponds to 19% of
the total tweets.

Table 2.1: 2013 Colorado floods stages

Spatial Filtering

Spatial filtering aimed to separate out tweets posted from a location potentially im-

pacted by the event, since they are more likely to contain useful or actionable information

for emergency managers. This required us to compare the location of each tweet with

the location of areas that might be affected by flooding. Thus, the question was how
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to identify such areas? The first intuitive approach was to define a spatial area either

based on the areas defined as high risk in flood hazard maps or based on the counties

that received the flood warning by the National Weather Service (NWS). Although this

approach would be the ideal one, information about hazards and warnings is not always

updated or available. A second approach consisted of using spatial clustering methods to

identify areas with high twitter reporting rates, which might suggest the most affected

areas. However, this second approach had two main drawbacks: the over-representation

of highly populated areas, and the potential exclusion of useful tweets sent from areas

that are not so populated. Given these scenarios, we completed the analysis using both

approaches in order to compare the results and evaluate whether spatial clusters could

serve as a proxy to delimit the areas affected by a disaster.

Following the first approach, we created both filters to delineate areas potentially af-

fected by the flood, one using the flood hazard information provided by FEMA and local

governments and another using counties warned by the NWS. For the latter, polygons

delineating the 21 counties that according to Uccellini (2014) received the flood warn-

ing by the NWS were created: Adams, Arapahoe, Boulder, Broomfield, Clear Creek,

Denver, Douglas, Elbert, El Paso, Fremont, Gilpin, Jefferson, Larimer, Lincoln, Logan,

Morgan, Park, Pueblo, Sedgwick, Washington, and Weld . The resulting spatial filters

are presented in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

As for the second approach, we identified spatial clusters in the data using the Hier-

archical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) algo-

rithm (Campello, Moulavi, & Sander, 2013). Just like the Density-Based Spatial Clus-

tering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm, HDBSCAN identifies points in

dense regions as belonging to a cluster and classifies points in sparse regions as noise. In

fact, HDBSCAN inherits all the benefits of DBSCAN when compared with other clus-

tering methods: it does not require a predefined number of clusters, which is impossible
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Figure 2.2: The map shows the counties that received the flood warning by the NWS
and were used as a spatial filter. Tweets sent from those counties are represented as
black points in the map

to establish for tweets; it captures clusters of varying shapes and not only spherical clus-

ters like other methods such as K-means; and finally, it is robust to the noise that is

commonly present in social media data (Hu et al., 2015). Besides this, there are two

main advantages of HDBSCAN over DBSCAN. First, it arranges points into hierarchies

of clusters within clusters, allowing clusters of different sizes (densities) to be identified.

Secondly, it only uses one parameter “k” to define clusters: the minimum number of

points that constitute a cluster. This is different from DBSCAN in that besides this

parameter, DBSCAN requires an additional parameter “epsilon” that specifies how close

points should be to each other to be considered a part of a cluster.
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Figure 2.3: Example of flood hazard areas defining a spatial filter together with tweets
sent from there.

The parameter k is actually more intuitive than the epsilon required for DBSCAN but

needs to be chosen carefully. Since our purpose was to extract areas with high reporting

from the dataset containing all tweets, we iteratively experimented with k values ranging

between 0.5% to 10% of the total points. After iterating with all possible values in

this range, we found that at 1%, the algorithm stopped identifying clusters all over the

country and identified clear clusters in the state of Colorado, so we picked the value

corresponding to this percentage as k , that was 12 points. This means that clusters

will retain at least 1% of the total number of points. The resulting clusters are shown in

Figure 2.4.

2.4.3 Datasets

In addition to the non-filtered datasets, and as a result of the filtering stage, three

different new datasets were created. The clusters dataset, a dataset containing 768 tweets
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Figure 2.4: Tweets classified as belonging to spatial clusters (clustered) or not (scat-
tered) after using HDBSCAN algorithm
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sent during the flood stage and belonging to the spatial clusters detected with hierarchical

clustering. The warned-counties dataset, a dataset containing 871 tweets sent during the

flood stage and sent from the counties warned by the NWS. And, the flood-areas dataset,

a dataset containing 283 tweets sent during the flood stage and sent from areas at high

risk based on flood hazard information.

2.4.4 Content Analysis

Content analysis started with an exploratory analysis of tweet content and was fol-

lowed by a classification of the tweets by topic. In preparation for both tasks, tweets

belonging to each flood stage were tokenized, i.e., split into individual words known as

tokens forming a collection or bag of words that allowed us later to compare vocabulary

and topics across flood stages. Keywords used to filter the tweets were excluded since

they were obviously the most common words in each collection and were not going to

contribute to the analysis. During the exploratory analysis of tweet content sequenced

word clouds were created. These are a novel type of word cloud that provides a general

overview of tweet thematic content and its evolution across the flood stages (Figure 2.5).

Sequenced word clouds are a combination of a time histogram representing the temporal

distribution of the reports—the total number of reports over time, with word clouds cre-

ated for each stage highlighting the most frequently used words ranked by color intensity

and size (Ye, 2016). Instead of ranking words by their relative frequency of occurrence

across all text in a collection, in these word clouds we measured the importance of a

word to a tweet in a collection of tweets, which is called the document frequency mea-

sure. Document frequency gives a metric of how many of those tweets a word appears in

and ranks words by the percentage of tweets in the collection they appeared in, regardless

of the number of times they appeared in each of those tweets. It therefore offers a better
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representation of which words hold the greatest weight across the collection of tweets as

a whole (Leetaru, 2012).

Figure 2.5: Sequenced word cloud for the whole dataset.

Classification by topic

There are two methods commonly used to group textual information according to

content: clustering and topic modeling. Clustering methods provide a means of automatic

text categorization allowing computers to determine a set of categories based on similarity

patterns that emerge from the data, rather than predefined categories (Leetaru, 2012).

Alternatively, topic modeling is an unsupervised classification method for documents,

and aims to discover topics from a corpus by transforming a large dataset of content

into a smaller one consisting of topics. In this study, topic modeling was performed at

two different levels: for the whole dataset and for the datasets of tweets created during

the filtering process. We used the STM R-package to apply one of the most common

algorithms for topic modeling: Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Roberts, Stewart,
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Tingley, et al., 2014).

The LDA algorithm is guided by two main principles: i) every document (tweet in

this case) is a mixture of topics. This means that each tweet may contain words from

several topics in particular proportions, and therefore can belong to different topics each

with an associated probability. ii) Every topic is a mixture of words, there is a fixed

vocabulary and every topic is a distribution over that vocabulary (Blei, Ng, & Jordan,

2003; Silge & Robinson, 2017). Although LDA aims to meet both principles at the same

time: finding the mixture of words associated with each topic, while also determining the

mixture of topics that describes each tweet, the topic assigned to each tweet is the one

with highest associated probability.

A key challenge in this step was to define the optimum number of topics (K ) to be

generated. For this, we experimented with all possible values for K ranging from 5 to 30

and evaluated each of the results by measuring the performance of tweet classification.

Three different metrics suggested in previous studies were used for this: the probability

of unseen held-out documents, semantic coherence and exclusivity. On average a better

model will give rise to a higher probability of held-out tweets and maximize semantic co-

herence and exclusivity of words, while keeping residuals to a minimum(Mimno, Wallach,

Talley, Leenders, & McCallum, 2011; Wallach, Murray, Salakhutdinov, & Mimno, 2009).

These metrics were applied to the three filtered datasets as well as to the non-filtered

one. Results for the latter are shown as an example in figures 2.6 and figures 2.7, in this

case 13 was selected as the optimum number of topics.

2.4.5 Evaluation

Evaluation consisted of a spatial validation of topic classification by assessing the

spatial correspondence between the location of each-topic’s tweets with the locations of
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Figure 2.6: Model diagnosis by number of topics for non-filtered datase.

structures affected by the flood. We expected that, for example, damage-related tweets

were sent from or near areas with structures affected by the flood, whereas sympathy-

related tweets were sent from more distant areas. Four steps were followed for this. First,

polygons delineating structures affected by the flood were defined. Since information

about these structures was originally recorded as point data despite their evident polygon-

like nature (e.g., points delineating the borders of a parcel), we had to delineate the shapes

of point clusters in this dataset accurately. For this, we used the chi-shape concave hull

algorithm developed by (Duckham, Kulik, Worboys, & Galton, 2008)and implemented

in Java by (Hu et al., 2015). An example of the resulting polygons is presented in Figure

2.8. Second, the distance of each-topics tweets to its nearest polygon was calculated.

Third, the frequency of tweets by distance to the nearest polygon was computed. For

this, tweets were counted by distance bin widths of 500 meters. Fourth and finally, the

average frequency of tweets among all topics per distance bin width was calculated for
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Figure 2.7: Model diagnosis comparing exclusivity and semantic coherence for non–
filtered dataset.

reference.

Since topic modeling was performed for the three different filtered datasets as well as

for the non-filtered dataset, evaluation served to compare content analysis results among

the filtered datasets, and also in reference to the results from the non-filtered dataset (as

shown in Figure 2.1). In the first case, the evaluation aimed to (1) identify which of

the spatial filtering approaches leads to the best topical classification of tweets, and (2)

assess whether spatial clusters serve as a proxy to delimit areas affected by a disaster.

In the second case, the evaluation aimed to determine whether the results of topical

classification of tweets are more accurate when using the filtered datasets than when

using the non-filtered dataset.
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Figure 2.8: Examples of polygons generated using the chi-shape algorithm.

2.5 Results and Discussion

2.5.1 Non-Filtered Dataset

The topics identified with the non-filtered dataset were less distinctive than the topics

resulting with the filtered datasets. In the non-filtered dataset 13 topics were identified.

They are ordered by their prevalence in the dataset and presented together with the

top words that contribute to each of them in Figure 2.9. The relation between these

top words defines how distinctive a topic is. For example, topic 8 is not very distinctive

because the word with the highest probability associated to it is ‘morning,’ but the other

words associated with this topic are unrelated, such as ‘dinner’ and ‘clouds.’ Distinc-

tiveness was also an important aspect for assessing the quality of topic classification.

For example, topic 7 in the non-filtered dataset is the only one that includes information
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about affectations due to the flood since it includes words referring to the campus closure.

However, although this information might be useful in the emergency response, there are

other words with high probability to be associated with this topic that are so unrelated

(such as ‘buffs’ and ‘mountain’ ) that make both the topic not very distinctive and the

topic classification unreliable.

Figure 2.9: Topics by prevalence in the non-filtered dataset. Color bars represent the
expected topic proportion in the whole dataset and next to each bar are the top words
contributing to each topic.

The temporal frequency of the resulting topics across the whole month is shown by day

as a heatmap in Figure 2.10. The key finding is that the temporal stages defined based

on meteorological information (Table 2.1) do not coincide with the frequency distribution

of the topics. This means that the temporal frequency of none of the topics corresponds

exclusively to any of the temporal stages defined. However, the frequency distribution

of topics 2 and 4 together show some salient results worth mentioning. During the days

that topic 2s frequency decreased after having the highest representation across the whole

month—from September 9 to 13, topic 4s frequency reached its highest frequency and
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representation among topics. This is interesting because those days coincide with the

flash floods and the start of flooding (Gochis et al., 2015), covering part of the Flood

stage and a couple of days prior to it. This makes sense since words associated with topic

2 correspond to regular activities or social events potentially affected by the rain such as

‘farmers markets’, ‘sightings’ or ‘theater’ ; whereas common words associated with topic

4 are those used to express sympathy such as ‘hope’, ‘stay’, ‘safe’ and ‘people’. These

results suggest that although the topics temporal frequency did not correspond to the

flood stages defined based on meteorological reports, it did change near and during the

most critical days of the emergency.

Figure 2.10: A heat map of the temporal frequency of Tweet topics across the whole
month by day in the non-filtered dataset, flood day 1 corresponds to September 1 and
flood day 30 corresponds to September 30, respectively. The total number of tweets in
each of the resulting topics has been standardized as Z-scores to account for variations
in their sizes. Large numbers (dark green) therefore indicate overrepresentation.

Figure 2.11 illustrates the importance of considering the temporal and spatial char-

acteristics of tweets when interpreting the results of the content analysis. For instance,

topic 13 excels as a topic as its associated words have a high probability to occur in this
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topic and seem to be related among them and unassociated with a flood. This might

indicate that people were not talking about the flood. However, when considering the

frequency of tweets by topic in relation to the proximity to the areas affected by the

flood, we can see that almost none of the tweets in this topic were sent from or near to

those areas. This suggests two possibilities (1) topic 13 contains tweets sent from areas

away from the flood, or (2) these tweets were not sent during the flood stage.

Figure 2.11: Frequency of non-filtered tweets by distance to the nearest area affected
by the flood. Tweets are counted by distance bands of 500 meters. Each topics plot
includes the top 10 words associated with the topic ordered by highest probability as
well as a red dashed line representing the overall average count value among all topics
per binwidth for reference.
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2.5.2 Filtered Datasets

Two common characteristics were identified in the topics resulting from the three

filtered datasets (clusters dataset, warned-counties dataset, and flood-areas dataset) after

comparison with topics resulting from the non-filtered dataset. First, topics resulting

from filtered datasets are in general more distinctive than those identified in the non-

filtered dataset. Although all topics are somehow related to floods and rain due to the

way the data were collected (i.e., the keywords used), different topics related to the floods

can be identified more clearly in the filtered datasets. Secondly, topics with the highest

frequency in the filtered datasets do contain information related to the flood. This can

be clearly seen in figures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14, which represent the same properties as

Figure 2.11, but for the filtered datasets. For example, the topic with the highest density

of tweets and representation in the clusters dataset is topic 1 which refers to the closure

of the CU campus due to the floods or academic activities cancelled due to the weather

(Figure 2.12), whereas the densest topic in the non-filtered dataset is topic 2, the one

including tweets related to regular activities and social events (Figure 2.11).

The frequency plots included in these four figures offer distance to polygons defining

affected structures as a new criterion that helps both to identify topics from which asso-

ciated tweets might contain useful information for the response and to downplay those

topics associated with tweets sent from farther away. For example, when using the flood-

areas dataset (Figure 2.14), one of the resulting topics was about the rain as a historic

event (topic 14). The most probable word to be included in tweets from this topic was

‘rain’, followed by others such as ‘historic’ or ‘epic’ ; however, none of these tweets were

sent from nor within a distance of at least 5 kilometers to the nearest polygon containing

damaged structures.

Comparing the results from the three filtered datasets, we found that in general there
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Figure 2.12: Frequency of clusters dataset tweets by distance to the nearest area
affected by the flood.

was more similarity in the topics resulting from the clusters dataset and warned-counties

dataset. For example, in the former dataset, the topic with highest density of tweets

and representation alludes to road closures and references to Lyons county, and there is

also a topic referring to Lyons with high representation in the clusters-dataset (topic

3 in both datasets). An example of a tweet assigned to these similar topics is: ‘Access

to Lyons has been closed for hours hopefully the other lakes dont become a factor could

be trouble #boulderflood.’ This finding addresses the question stated earlier on whether

spatial clusters serve as a proxy to delimit areas affected by a disaster. Although we

cannot conclude so, the results suggest that topics identified in tweets filtered using

spatial hierarchical clustering are very similar to the topics identified in tweets filtered
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Figure 2.13: Frequency of warned-counties dataset tweets by distance to the nearest
area affected by the flood.

using the spatial delimitation of the counties warned by the National Weather Service.

Results demonstrate that although each of the spatial filters used in this study served

to create a dataset of tweets with useful content for emergency response, the selection

of a single spatial filter will depend on what the potential users of the filtered tweets

define as useful information. For example, while in the flood-areas dataset the topic with

the highest frequency is associated with warning information—it includes words such as

‘tomorrow’, ‘rain’, ‘flood’, ‘inches’—, in the clusters dataset and warned-counties dataset

the topics with the highest frequency are related to closures—road closures, CU campus

closure, schools closure. This means that the flood-areas dataset —dataset resulting from
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Figure 2.14: Frequency of flood-areas dataset tweets by distance to the nearest area
affected by the flood.

using flood hazard information as spatial filter— serves best to identify most common

information shared related to warning; whereas the clusters dataset and warned-counties

dataset —the former resulting from hierarchical clustering and the latter delimiting the

counties warned by the NWS— serve best to identify the most common affectations that

people are reporting.

Finally, it is worth noting that the definition of the spatial filters depends on the

availability of official hazard-related or warning-related information, its spatial extent

and accuracy, and resolution. For example, regarding spatial extent, the information on

flood high risk areas was not available for all affected counties, thus the resulting flood-

areas dataset was a small dataset with only 283 tweets —almost three times smaller
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than the other two filtered datasets. Likewise, regarding spatial accuracy, flood warnings

are issued at county level with some textual description on specific regions (e.g. South

Central Larimer) which is not ideal in terms of the delimitation of a potential affected

area. Instead of having a warned-counties dataset it would be better to have better de-

fined a warned-regions dataset. However, despite these limitations, results demonstrated

that applying any of these spatial filters offer better content analysis results than those

obtained with the non-filtered dataset.

2.6 Conclusions

This study confirms that spatiotemporal filtering of Twitter data prior to analyz-

ing their content enhances the identification of actionable information for emergency

response. We evaluated three different spatial filters that aimed to represent the areas

from where emergency managers might find potential actionable information for emer-

gency response. One filter resulted from applying spatial hierarchical clustering, and the

two others were defined based on the available information related to the hazard–one

using information about the hazard extent provided by FEMA and local governments

and the other using the counties warned by the NWS. The findings demonstrated that

the definition of spatial filters to identify actionable information for emergency response

depends on the availability and limitations of hazard-related information, the character-

istics and limitations of the Twitter dataset (mostly determined by data collection), as

well as the nature of the disaster event under study. Future research using other weather-

related events as case studies —such as tornadoes or hurricanes— will need to consider

the spatial and temporal characteristics of the hazard under study as well as availability

and limitations of hazard-related and warning-related information.

Regarding temporal filtering, the results suggest that temporal information embedded
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in tweets plays a key role in terms of finding actionable information related to the flood.

Temporal filters must consider the different temporal stages that define a disaster as

well as the stages that characterize the conversation about the event on Twitter. A

dataset that covers a long time period is not necessarily more informative than a dataset

containing only tweets sent during the emergency. This supports the idea suggested by

Shelton, Poorthuis, Graham, and Zook (2014) that small subsets of big data sources can

be more than sufficient to gain meaningful insights from the data. We argue that it is not

that the bigger the dataset, the more meaningful the insights for emergency management

will be yielded by content analysis. Rather, it is that the better filtered the dataset is,

the more meaningful the insights.

Despite the fact that our original assumption was that spatial filters defined based

on the potential impact area would work better than those resulting from spatial cluster

analysis to identify actionable information, results demonstrated that that is not always

the case. Even though hierarchical clustering might lead either to exclude tweets sent

from remote areas potentially affected by the flood or to include tweets from population

dense areas but unaffected by the flood, we found that topics identified in tweets filtered

using spatial clustering are very similar to the topics identified in tweets filtered using the

spatial delimitation of counties warned by the National Weather Service. Therefore, we

can conclude that the effectiveness of using warning-related information to filter tweets

containing actionable information will also depend on the quality and availability of such

information.

Although the results showed that all three spatial filters served to create a dataset

of tweets with useful and actionable content for emergency response, we found that the

selection of the “best” spatial filter is determined by what the emergency responder

identifies as actionable information. This finding goes hand in hand with the idea of ac-

tionability proposed by Zade et al. (2018), which suggests that the meaning of actionable
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information (information that is useful and relevant for emergency response) may vary

across responder role, domain and other factors such as the time when the responder

come across information and location from where the tweet was sent in relation to the

responders region of operation.

This study offers a new approach for evaluating the results of topic modeling when

analyzing georeferenced Twitter content. The approach includes a spatial validation of

the topic classification using ground-truth about official damage information, besides

considering the temporal and semantic characteristics of tweets. Results demonstrated

the advantages of considering these three components (spatial, temporal and semantic)

when evaluating and interpreting the results from content analysis. Future research

should test the suitability of this approach when considering geocoded tweets, which use

other forms of location specification, such as cell tower positioning, place names, etc.

Although this type of tweets might not have the same location accuracy and cannot be

considered as actionable information, their content might further enrich topic models.
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Chapter 3

Geographic and Content-based

Prioritization of Relevant and

Reliable Tweets for Emergency

Management

Abstract

During weather-related disaster events, Twitter data posted by the general public can

represent timely, updated, and on-site data useful for emergency responders. However,

since this data has been deemed to be unverifiable and untrustworthy, the challenge is

to identify reliable and relevant tweets that can inform emergency response operations.

Research from crisis informatics and computer science has allowed the development of

computational methods to both classify overwhelming amounts of social media data and

to filter relevant tweets of use to emergency response. However, contextual geographic

information regarding the disaster event has been overlooked. Using Hurricane Harvey
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as a case study, this research presents an approach that leverages tweets content as well

as their geographical context and location to prioritize tweets for emergency response.

The novelty of this approach lies in the use of both authoritative data such as hazard-

related information and on-the-ground reports provided by trained weather spotters. By

combining spatial and content analysis, this approach identifies and filters relevant and

reliable tweets for emergency response.

3.1 Introduction

Twitter has become one of the most popular social media and microblogging plat-

forms where both government agencies and the general public share information about

events happening in both the real and the virtual worlds(Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016). For

weather-related disaster events, government agencies in charge of emergency warning

and response, such as the National Weather Service (NWS) and the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA), use Twitter as an effective means to quickly disseminate

official and verified information and warnings to the public. Conversely, the general pub-

lic uses Twitter to share their opinions and statements about how they are experiencing

the event on the ground(Hughes & Palen, 2009).

While tweets by the general public convey unofficial and unverified information, they

also offer near real-time and on-the-ground information that cannot be collected by other

means and in the short term, and that can potentially be very useful to assess the local

effects and damage caused by the event. This potential of Twitter to serve as a useful data

source for emergency response has led emergency responders and relief organizations to

start exploring Twitter as an on-the-ground reference for both confirming the occurrence

of weather-related disaster events and tracking their local effects and damage(Ebert et

al., 2013). However, these agencies have neither integrated this data source into their
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organizational tools for decision making, nor yet used it in a systematic fashion (Tapia,

Moore, & Johnson, 2013; Coche, Montarnal, Tapia, & Benaben, 2019).

The low quality of Twitter data is one of the reasons why this data source is still

not used in a systematic fashion for emergency response. Despite the speed and ease

that Twitter provides for the general public to share information, reports about weather-

related disaster events contributed through this platform need a far greater level of quality

control than is normally required for data collected by official agencies(Ebert et al., 2013).

In fact, Twitter data contributed by the general public have been deemed by emergency

responders and relief organizations as unverifiable and untrustworthy, which prevents

emergency responders from adopting them(Tapia et al., 2011).

This challenge offers researchers the opportunity to think about Twitter data quality

from a different perspective, one that considers the unstructured and free nature of this

novel data source. It is the nature of Twitter data which seems to suggest the users of this

data face a tradeoff of authoritativeness and accuracy for timeliness. This means that in

situations where a timely tweet–that might even contain photos or video related to the

event– is the only information available for an specific area, and when the risks of ignoring

an accurate response outweigh the risks of acting on an incorrect one, the discussion about

data authoritativeness becomes less relevant(Tapia et al., 2011; Goodchild & Li, 2012).

Because of this, some authors have suggested shifting the discussion on data quality from

data accuracy to data helpfulness (Palen, Vieweg, & Anderson, 2011; Tapia et al., 2013).

The idea of data helpfulness or data relevance–as referred to in recent literature–

focuses on the notion of quality as credibility rather than in quality as accuracy. This

means that although we cannot assess tweets accuracy as we do for authoritative infor-

mation, we can estimate their trustworthiness and therefore their relevance for emergency

response. This discussion on data relevance puts data users first, thus, instead of think-

ing that there is right or wrong data, it suggests that depending on who will be the user
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of that information, the data will be relevant or not. And, since information relevance

for emergency response may vary across responders’ roles, domain and other factors, the

challenge with this new approach is: ”How can we get the right information to the right

person at the right time?’”(Zade et al., 2018).

Researchers in crisis informatics and computer science have developed techniques

to identify and filter tweets with relevant information for emergency response. These

techniques include human labeling and machine learning methods to either classify tweets

based on keywords or hashtags included in tweets text, or to identify relevant tweets

lacking keywords or hashtags related to the event (Imran et al., 2014; Q. Huang & Xiao,

2015; H. Li, Caragea, Caragea, & Herndon, 2018; Yu, Huang, Qin, Scheele, & Yang,

2019). Natural language processing tools have also been used to filter relevant tweets

based on place names included in tweets text (R.-Q. Wang et al., 2020). Although

research from these fields has allowed the development of computational methods to

filter and classify overwhelming amounts of social media data, contextual geographic

information regarding the event has been overlooked.

Tweets contain geographic information related to a disaster event’s location that

could be leveraged to filter relevant tweets for emergency response. For instance, if a

tweet does not contain keywords or related words but was sent from a remote flood-risk

area with low reporting, the tweet might be more relevant for emergency responders.

Or, if a tweet was sent from an area where the NWS had already validated a report,

the tweet might be more reliable since it might be reporting information about the same

local event. This raises the questions of: 1) how can we leverage geographic information

related to the disaster to both identify and prioritize tweets on weather-related disaster

events based on their reliability and relevance for emergency response?; and ultimately,

2) which factors define a tweet’s reliability?

Using Hurricane Harvey as a case study, this research presents an approach that lever-
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ages tweets content as well as their geographical context and location to prioritize tweets

for emergency response. The novelty of this approach lies in the use of authoritative

data such as hazard-related information and on-the-ground reports provided by trained

weather spotters. By combining spatial and content analysis, this approach identifies

relevant and reliable tweets for emergency response.

3.2 Data Quality of General-public Reports

Within the field of geography, the discussion about the quality of data contributed by

the general public started when the idea of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI)

emerged. VGI officially appeared in the literature in 2007 referring to all the geographic

information provided voluntarily by laypeople willing to devote time and effort to con-

tribute information about any area on the Earth’s surface (Goodchild, 2007). Although

this information was recognized as a significant source of information, issues concerning

its lack of quality assurance quickly emerged when evaluating its role in research and

use in government(Goodchild & Glennon, 2010; Goodchild & Li, 2012; Haklay, 2010).

Over the last decade, this discussion was also extended to any type of geographic data

contributed by the general public–not only to data voluntarily contributed– and has been

centered around two different but interrelated concepts of quality: quality as accuracy,

and quality as credibility(Flanagin & Metzger, 2008; Hung, Kalantari, & Rajabifard,

2016; Spielman, 2014).

The concept of quality as accuracy follows the idea that data quality can be assessed

by being compared to reality in terms of objective dimensions such as completeness, and

positional, temporal and thematic accuracy(Goodchild & Clarke, 2002; Spielman, 2014).

Since comparing data to reality is not always possible, a common approach to assess VGI

quality under this concept is to compare data against authoritative reference sources or
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modeling results. For example, previous studies along this line have demonstrated that

observations of flood inundation depth contributed by the population affected by rapid

flood damage are comparable with estimates based on hydraulic modeling as well as with

sensor data (de Brito Moreira, Degrossi, & de Albuquerque, 2015; Poser & Dransch,

2010).

On the other hand, the concept of quality as credibility builds on the assump-

tion that a representative sample of people provide their personal input honestly and

accurately(Flanagin & Metzger, 2008). Credibility as related to trustworthiness implies

concepts such as reliability, trust and confidence. Reliability suggests consistency, the

idea that, for instance, under similar conditions people follow similar patterns of re-

porting; whereas trust and confidence relate to reputation, which comes into play when

deciding between two different sources of information.

These two concepts of data quality can in turn be identified in two components of qual-

ity assurance that were initially conceived for traditional mapping, but also apply to geo-

graphic information contributed by the general public: assessment and control(Goodchild

& Li, 2012). According to Goodchild and Li (2012), procedures to assess data quality

correspond to those for documenting quality of data that was already collected, whereas

procedures to control aim to check data quality during the acquisition and compilation

of geospatial data.

Quality As Accuracy

Methods for assessing accuracy consist of comparing data contributed by the general

public to reality, models or authoritative information(Senaratne, Mobasheri, Ali, Cap-

ineri, & Haklay, 2016). In the case of authoritative data provided by official agencies,

it has served as a reference to either filter general-public reports or to ensure data com-
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pleteness. For instance, de Albuquerque et al. (2015) used digital elevation models and

hydrological information to define flood affected regions that served as a spatial reference

to filter tweets. The authors identified that there is a strong spatial association between

local proximity to floods and the usefulness of the tweets for crisis management.

The research by Schnebele et al. (2013) constitutes a good example of using author-

itative data to ensure data completeness. Aiming to estimate the flood damage in New

York City following Hurricane Sandy, the authors used reports contributed via Twitter

and via a crowdsourced project whereby the general public interpreted aerial photos of

the US East Coast and geolocated Youtube videos of the event. These general-public

contributions were then integrated with authoritative damage data provided by FEMA

to generate a road damage map of the city. This work demonstrates that the combination

of general-public reports and authoritative data accelerates damage assessment in trans-

portation infrastructure and augments flood extent mapping, which, in turn, improves

accuracy in damage assessment.

It might be concluded from the examples above that the best option for quality as-

surance is to use authoritative data; however, this is not always the case. On one hand

because authoritative data is not always available, usually it has high procurement costs

and it is not always up-to-date. On the other hand, in some parts of the world datasets

of information contributed by the general public are now more complete and accurate

than authoritative datasets(Antoniou & Skopeliti, 2015). In fact, in some cases, infor-

mation contributed by people constitutes the only source of local observations. For this

reason, researchers have been trying to identify other indicators and measures for when

authoritative data is no longer usable for comparisons, and the established measures are

no longer adequate to assure quality of VGI and other types of information contributed

by the general-public(Senaratne et al., 2016).
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Quality As Reliability

Three main approaches to control quality of data contributed by the general public

during its acquisition and compilation steps were suggested by Goodchild and Li (2012):

the crowd-sourcing approach, the geographic approach, and the social approach. The

crowd-sourcing approach builds on the ability of the crowd to validate and correct errors

in order to converge on the truth. The geographic approach asks how it is possible to

know whether a purported geographic fact is true or false according to certain rules of

syntax that govern what can and cannot occur at a given location. The social approach

relies on a hierarchy of trusted individuals who act as moderators or gatekeepers.

A good example of the social approach and the concept of quality as credibility

is the way OpenStreetMap (OSM) ranks users according to their experience. In OSM

everybody starts as a general user, but according to the quality of information contributed

and the number of records, they can be upgraded to super-users. Super-users can monitor

other people’s inputs, so that erroneous records can be removed to ensure quality. In

this case, experience is an indicator of reputation, but other factors such as expertise,

authority and competence could also be used.

More recent literature states that quality indicators can also be defined based on an

understanding of the underlying factors that determine where, when and why information

is contributed, such as the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of an area, as

well as the motivational drivers of the contributors(Antoniou & Skopeliti, 2015). Along

this line, a fourth approach called data mining was suggested by Senaratne et al. (2016).

It seeks to discover patterns and learn purely from the data by utilizing computational

processes and methods such as automatic detection of outliers, supervised classification,

cluster analysis, regression analysis, and correlation statistics methods.

In the case of information contributed via Twitter, some authors have also examined
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how the characteristics of the text included in the tweet and the social network dynamics

can be used to define credibility indicators. For example, previous work has explored if

the text length, the presence of technical terms, and style readability influence credibility;

whereas social network dynamics refers to the reporters reputation, usually assessed based

on the average number of tweets this person has made, the number of followers or number

of retweets(Senaratne et al., 2016).

From the discussion above, it is clear that there is not a unique framework that can

be used for quality assessment of data contributed by the general-public. However, the

discussion that has unfolded on this subject from the discipline of geography, might inform

the use of these novel data sources while taking into account their quality indicators. This

study proposes a framework to filter reliable and relevant tweets, that follows mainly

the social, geographic, crowd-sourcing, and data mining approaches described above.

Following the social approach, the framework uses on-the-ground reports provided by

trained weather spotters. Although in this case spotters cannot act as gatekeepers for

tweets, vicinities from where spotter reports are sent become verified areas from where

tweets from there will be more reliable. By both using authoritative information such as

hazard-related information and assuming that tweets sent from risk-prone locations will

be more relevant for emergency response, the framework follows the geographic approach.

The framework also includes the analysis of tweet content to exclude non-relevant tweets,

following the data mining approach. Finally, and following the crowd-sourcing approach,

the framework includes the identification of spatial clusters. Since areas with intensive

tweet activity are usually associated with high population density areas(L. Li et al.,

2013), the identification of the spatial clusters is proposed as the final filter aiming to

minimize the effects caused by high density areas.
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3.3 Hurricane Harvey

Harvey was the first major hurricane to make landfall in the United States since Hur-

ricane Wilma in 2005, ending a record 12-year span in which no major hurricanes made

landfall throughout the country(Mooney, 2017). It was also the first major hurricane of

the extremely active 2017 Atlantic hurricane season followed by Hurricanes Irma, Maria

and Nate. From a meteorological perspective, the National Hurricane Center described

Harvey as the most significant tropical cyclone rainfall event in United States history,

both in scope and peak rainfall amounts(Blake & Zelinsky, 2018).

Although Harvey produced heavy rain and floods over Louisiana and Tennessee, its

evolution explains why most of the damage was related to catastrophic floods over a

large area of southeastern Texas(Blake & Zelinsky, 2018). Harvey reached tropical storm

status on August 17, and by Friday August 25, overnight, turned into a Category-4

hurricane, hitting Texas around 11 p.m. Eastern Time. By late Saturday morning,

Harvey had become a Category-1 storm, packing winds of 75 mph before stalling mid-

Saturday. By Sunday, it was downgraded to a tropical storm. On Wednesday August

30, it made another landfall near the Louisiana-Texas border with winds of 45 mph. It

then weakened over land and fizzled to a tropical depression on Wednesday night. The

highest storm total rainfall report from Harvey was 60.58 inches near Nederland, Texas,

but many areas received more than 40 inches of rain in less than one week(Blake &

Zelinsky, 2018).

Regarding Harvey’s human and economic costs, the number of direct fatalities reached

68–all in Texas, but a total of 107 people died in Harvey-related incidents: 103 in Texas,

2 in Arkansas, 1 in Tennessee, and 1 in Kentucky. An estimated 40,000 flood victims

were evacuated to, or took refuge in, shelters across Texas and Louisiana. FEMA re-

ported ∼30, 000 water rescues were conducted; over 300,000 structures were flooded; and
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∼500, 000 cars were reported as flooded. About 336,000 homes lost power during the

hurricane. With an estimated cost of at least $125 billion, Harvey ranks as the second-

most costly hurricane in U.S. history after Hurricane Katrina in 2005(Blake & Zelinsky,

2018).

3.4 Data

This research relies on two types of datasets containing information related to Hurri-

cane Harvey in the state of Texas: a dataset of tweets, and datasets containing authori-

tative information.

Twitter Dataset

This dataset consists of a randomly collected sample of Tweets related to Hurricane

Harvey and its subsequent flooding along the Texas gulf region in 2017. It was created

by the University of North Texas using the twarc1 package–that makes use of Twitter’s

search API to filter tweets– and the following hashtags: #Harvey, #Harvey2017, #Har-

veyStorm, #HoustonFlood, #HoustonFlooding, #HoustonFloods and #HurricaneHar-

vey. From a total of 7,041,866 Tweets sent from August 18 to September 22 that are

included in the dataset, only 5600 were geotagged. This dataset is publicly available in

the digital repository hosted by the UNT libraries2.

Authoritative Datasets

Three different datasets containing authoritative information were considered for this

study: one containing validated citizen reports sent during the emergency, a second

1https://github.com/edsu/twarc
2https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc993940/
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one with information about disaster-declared counties, and a third one with information

about the floods extent. The first two were used as a reference to filter and prioritize the

tweets, and the last one was used for validation.

Validated citizen reports were contributed by weather spotters who are volunteers

trained by the NWS as part of a program called SKYWARN(Skywarn, 2020). Spot-

ters are locals trained by the NWS to identify and report specific weather events and

conditions(Palmer & Kraushaar, 2013). The dataset containing spotters’ reports was

downloaded from NOAA’s historic Storm Event Database3. This database contains re-

ports from weather spotters as well as reports sent from other reliable data sources such

as emergency managers, park service employees, and official agencies. For this study,

we used only 225 reports sent by spotters since we are interested in using validated

general-public reports as filters, not in information shared by agencies to inform citizens.

Regarding the dataset containing information about disaster-declared counties, it con-

sists of polygons delineating the extent of the 60 counties4 declared as disaster areas by

the Texas governor5, and was downloaded from the United States Census Bureau6.

The dataset containing information about the extent of Harvey-related floods corre-

sponds to observed flood-extent data provided by FEMA, the United States Geological

Survey, and the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. The ob-

served flood-extent data is derived from FEMA’s Flood Detection Percentage data, which

was compiled using Synthetic Aperture Radar and Multispectral imagery collected over

3ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/swdi/stormevents/csvfiles
4State of emergency was declared for the following counties: Angelina, Aransas, Atascosa, Austin,

Bastrop, Bee, Bexar, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Caldwell, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Colorado,
Comal, DeWitt, Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston, Goliad, Gonzales, Grimes, Guadalupe, Hardin, Harris,
Jackson, Jasper, Jefferson, Jim Wells, Karnes, Kerr, Kleberg, Lavaca, Lee, Leon, Liberty, Live Oak,
Madison, Matagorda, Milam, Montgomery, Newton, Nueces, Orange, Polk, Refugio, Sabine, San Augus-
tine, San Jacinto, San Patricio, Trinity, Tyler, Victoria, Walker, Waller, Washington, Wharton, Willacy,
and Wilson.

5https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/DISASTER Hurricane Harvey blanket proc No

31 IMAGE 01-14-2020.pdf
6http://www.census.gov
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the course of 11 days (Aug 26th September 5th)7. This dataset includes all areas identi-

fied in the Flood Detection Percentage data, that fall within the boundaries of counties

that have received a presidential disaster declaration, and are eligible for FEMA’s disaster

assistance.

3.5 Methods

Five stages characterize this study: Data preparation, proximity analysis, content

analysis, spatial clustering analysis, and filtering and classification. During data prepa-

ration, both the Twitter dataset and the dataset containing validated spotter reports

were downloaded and filtered out to include only reports sent from the state of Texas

and which contribute to the goals of this study. Proximity analysis allowed us to evaluate

whether within the vicinities of tweets there were also validated spotters reports. Con-

tent analysis was useful to exclude tweets whose content was not relevant to emergency

response. Spatial clustering analysis served to identify areas with high densities of tweets

outside counties declared as disaster areas. Finally, filtering and classification were used

in the prioritization process based on the results from the previous stages.

Data Preparation

During data preparation, the Twitter dataset was preprocessed in order to reduce

noise and any redundancy among the tweets. We used natural language methods in

order to remove duplicated or reshared tweets. The ‘clean’ dataset resulting from this,

was then filtered out to include only tweets sent from within Texas. This resulting dataset

is what we refer to later as ‘the original Twitter dataset’ and contains 4,451 tweets.

As preparation for the dataset containing validated spotter reports, we filtered the

7https://gis.h-gac.com/arcgis/rest/services/Hazard/FEMA Flood Area/MapServer
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of temporal distribution of tweets and spotter reports vali-
dated by the NWS.

database to include only reports sent from within Texas and during the same timeframe

as the tweets–August 18 to September 22. From the resulting dataset, we excluded

reports not sent by weather spotters, such as those sent by official agencies like the

NWS and NOAA. These latter reports are excluded because 1) they are aimed at quickly

disseminating warnings to the public, and 2) they neither represent an observation from

a trained spotter nor an observation about what is happening in the location from where

they were sent. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of the temporal distribution of tweets and

spotter reports resulting from this stage.

Proximity Analysis

The analysis of spatial proximity aims to evaluate whether within the areas defined

by tweet vicinities there were also validated spotters reports. This idea builds on the

assumption that if there is an area with one or more spotters’ reports, nearby tweets
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may be more reliable. These areas delimiting spatial vicinities were defined by a grid of

identically-sized hexagonal cells. There are two main advantages of using hexagons. First,

they have higher representational accuracy because they serve to tessellate completely the

land surface with less directional bias than squares or triangles–the most commonly used

shapes for spatial data aggregation. This means that when used in statistical analysis,

a hexagon shares boundaries with 6 neighbors instead of the 4 or 3 that a square or an

equilateral triangle would share. Second, since hexagons are much less distracting to

map readers as opposed to square cells, they ease the identification of spatial patterns

(Battersby, Strebe, & Finn, 2016; Carr, Olsen, & White, 1992; Shelton et al., 2014).

Defining the optimum hexagon size was a key and challenging task. Key, because any

results and conclusions drawn after aggregating data originally represented as points,

will depend on the areal unit chosen to a great extent as they are faced with the well-

known Modifiable Areal Unit Problem(Ramos, Silva, Clarke, & Prates, 2020; de Andrade

et al., 2020). Challenging, because of the spatio-temporal uncertainty that characterizes

Twitter data, which among other reasons, is caused by the biases involved in the creation

of this content(Rzeszewski, 2018). For this, we compared and evaluated grids of hexagons

at a range of sizes based on two criteria: the overall coefficient of variation in the density

of spotter reports and tweets across cells8, and the potential radius of local effects caused

by Harvey. Based on these criteria, the hexagon size defined for the analysis was 10

square kilometers. This hexagon size captures the highest coefficient of variation, and

represents an average spatial coverage of local events triggered by a hurricane. Figure

3.2 shows a comparison of the spatial distribution of tweets and spotter reports.

8The density of spotter reports was estimated as the number of spotters reports by hexagon over the
total number of spotter reports. In the same way the density of tweets is estimated as the number of
tweets by hexagon over the total number of tweets.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between spatial distribution of tweets and spotter reports

Content Analysis

The content analysis stage aimed to classify tweets by textual content and filter out

tweets whose content was not informative for emergency response operations, such as

those expressing sympathy and emotional support (Figure 3.3). As preparation for this,

the dataset of tweets was formatted to be processed, including: 1) lowercase conversion;

2) the removal of punctuation, whitespaces, numbers, special characters and common

stop words9; and 3) tokenization, the process that consists of splitting tweets text into

individual words known as tokens forming a collection or bag of words.

Topic modeling was used to classify tweets based on their content. This method is

9Defined based on the SMART list of English stop words included in the R tm package (Feinerer &
Hornik, 2019)
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Figure 3.3: Example of non-informative tweet

associated with data dimensionality reduction, it aims to transform a large dataset of con-

tent into a smaller dataset consisting of topics with associated clusters of terms(Leetaru,

2012). For this, we followed the same procedure used in study 1, and applied the Latent

Dirichlet Allocation algorithm (LDA) by using the R topicmodels package (Blei et al.,

2003; Grün & Hornik, 2011). Since after applying this algorithm, each tweet could belong

to 17 identified topics–each with an associated probability, we assigned to each tweet the

topic with the highest associated probability. Figure 3.3 shows topics identified in this

stage, together with the list of most probable words associated with them.

Spatial Clustering Analysis

Spatial clustering analysis aimed to identify areas with high densities of tweets out-

side counties declared as disaster areas. For this, we used the Hierarchical Density-Based

Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) algorithm (Campello et al.,

2013). As described for study 1, we chose this algorithm because it offers several advan-

tages in comparison to other density-based clustering methods: 1) it does not require a

predefined number of clusters, which is impossible to establish for tweets; 2) it captures

clusters of varying shapes; 3) it is robust to the noise that is commonly present in social

media data; 4) it arranges points into hierarchies of clusters within clusters, allowing

clusters of different sizes (densities) to be identified–not only clusters in highly populated
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Figure 3.4: Topics identified for the Twitter dataset listed with the most probable
words associated with them

areas; and 5) it only uses one parameter ‘k’ to define clusters: the minimum number of

points that constitute a cluster.

For this study, we chose 15 as the optimum value for ‘k’ after experimenting with

values in the range of 10 to 50. With values in this range different than 15, the algorithm

did not identify meaningful clusters of tweets sent from potential areas at risk. Specifi-

cally, with values higher than 15, tweets sent from highly populated areas such as Dallas

and Austin were identified as a single big cluster, whereas with values lower than 15, only

a couple of tweets sent from remote and non populated areas were identified. Figure 3.5

shows the tweet clusters detected in this stage.
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Figure 3.5: Tweet clusters detected by HDBSCAN. Two main clusters were identified,
one that includes tweets sent from areas with a high-density population (purple), and
a small one including reports sent from McAllen city (orange). This is a city in
southern Texas and next to Rio Grande, which constitutes the border between the
US and Mexico
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Figure 3.6: Flow Chart explaining prioritization process based on reliability assessment

Filtering and Classifying

We propose a framework for prioritizing tweets about weather-related disaster events

based on their reliability and relevance (see Figure 3.6). The framework consists of a

filtering and classifying process that assigns a relevance category to each tweet based on

the following factors: the correspondence between its location and areas officially declared

as in disaster; its proximity to validated spotter reports; the potential usefulness of its

textual content; and its membership in clusters defining areas with high densities of

tweets. After considering these factors, tweets and spotter reports were classified into

five categories: high, high-medium, medium, low-medium and low.

The classification process started by identifying which tweets were sent from counties

declared as disaster areas by the Texas government. If the tweet was within one of these
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regions, it was considered more reliable than the others and their proximity to validated

reports was explored for further classification. On the other hand, tweets sent from

locations outside federally-declared disaster areas were separated for further classification

based on their content and spatial distribution.

For tweets sent from within disaster areas, we evaluated whether they were sent from

within an area covered by a spotter report. In this step we performed the proximity

analysis, as described earlier. After this analysis, each tweet and each spotter report

were assigned to a specific hexagon–or ‘spatial vicinity’–where they belong in terms of

proximity. Tweets that share a hexagon with at least one spotter report were classified

as of ‘high-medium relevance.’ Tweets that did not share a hexagon with spotter reports

but that were sent from counties declared as disaster areas, were combined with tweets

sent from locations outside federally-declared disaster areas while keeping the tags from

the filters from where they came.

For this new group of tweets resulting from those excluded by the previous filters, we

performed content analysis. As a result of this process, and as described earlier, tweets

whose main topic was not relevant for emergency response were assigned to a lower

relevance category or excluded. Thus, tweets whose content was not relevant, but that

were sent from within disaster areas, were classified as of ‘low-relevance;’ whereas tweets

whose content was not relevant, nor were they sent from federally-declared disaster areas,

were completely excluded. On the other hand, tweets whose content was considered as

relevant, and that were sent from within disaster declaration areas, were classified as of

‘medium-relevance.’

For tweets that were not sent from federally-declared disaster areas but whose content

was considered as relevant, we performed spatial clustering analysis for further classifica-

tion, as described earlier. From the two resulting clusters identified in this analysis, we

selected the only one that does not include tweets sent from highly populated areas–such
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as Dallas or Austin, and proceeded with evaluation (Figure 3.5). If tweets belonged to

this selected cluster, they were assigned to the ‘low-medium relevance’ category, otherwise

they were classified as of ‘low-relevance.’

Finally, ‘high relevance’ was reserved exclusively for spotter reports sent from federally-

declared disaster areas, since the location, time and content of these reports are verified

by the NWS. It is worth recalling that although the location of these reports might be

less precise compared to the tweets–since it is assigned to the spotter’s home or work-

place, it is still accurate and reliable. These ‘high-reliability’ reports were treated then

as a set of control points that served as a reference to compare tweets so as to classify

them. Thus, in addition to contributing to the tweets’ classification, results here aim to

evaluate whether spotters could in fact play the role of trusted individuals who act as

moderators or gate-keepers for validating tweet information.

Validation

In order to validate the resulting filtering and classification of the tweets, we assessed

the spatial correspondence between the location of each classified tweet with the areas

delimiting floods caused by Harvey, according to the observed flood-extent data provided

by FEMA, the United States Geological Survey, and United States Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development. Although we did not expect full correspondence between

the two data sources, we did expect that most of the tweets lying on flooded areas were

classified as high, high-medium, or medium relevance category. Figure 3.7 illustrates this

process.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of validation process

3.6 Results and Discussion

Results from the filtering and classification process are presented in a map showing

spotter reports and tweets colored by the relevance category assigned (Figure 3.8). For

this, we used the same colors assigned in Figure 3.6 when relevance categories were

introduced. A striking feature in this map is the difference in the spatial distribution of

spotter reports (classified as of high-relevance) in comparison to all other tweets classified

in the rest of categories. Although spotter reports do not seem to follow an evident spatial

pattern, the distribution of this type of reports is more scattered than that of the tweets.
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Figure 3.8: Tweets filtered and classified according to the proposed framework. Colors
correspond to the level of relevance indicated in Figure 3.6

This constitutes one of the reasons why this type of reports is particularly useful for

emergency managers, besides being validated by the NWS, some of them are sent from

areas where there is a low number of people tweeting.

Only 157 spotter reports sent from federally-declared disaster areas were classified as

of high-relevance, which represents only the 3.4% of the total between tweets and spotter

reports. And, as a result of this low representation of spotter reports, only 30 tweets

(0.6%) shared spatial vicinity with spotter reports and were classified as of high-medium

relevance. However, tweets classified in these categories follow the same characteristics

as spotter reports, they were not sent from areas with high tweet density.
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Figure 3.9: Example of tweets sent from nearby locations, classified in medium (yellow)
and low (red) category after content analysis

Content analysis played a crucial role in the classification of tweets. As stated in the

prioritization framework (Figure 3.6), it was performed for all tweets that neither share

spatial vicinity with spotter reports nor were sent from federally- declared disaster areas.

From the 17 topics identified with topic modeling, five of them were related to sympathy

tweets (as exemplified in Figure 3.3): topics 4, 7, 10, 14 and 18. Tweets belonging to these

five topics were excluded or classified as of low-relevance. Figure 3.9 shows an example of

tweets sent from nearby locations classified differently due to this content-analysis filter.

A total of 2,808 tweets were classified in the medium-relevance category, which cor-

responds to 61.6% of the total between tweets and reports classified. Tweets classified

in this category are those sent from federally-declared disaster areas that did not share

spatial proximity with spotter reports, but whose content might be relevant to inform

response operations. Although the majority of tweets in this category were sent from
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the city of Houston, most of the tweets sent from other important cities affected by the

hurricane–such as San Antonio, Victoria, Corpus Christi, College Station, Beaumont,

and Galveston, were also classified in this category.

As a result of the spatial clustering analysis (Figure 3.5), two main clusters were iden-

tified, one that includes tweets sent from areas with a high-density population (purple),

and a small one including reports sent from McAllen city (orange)–a city in southern

Texas and next to the Rio Grande which constitutes the border between the US and

Mexico. However, only 19 tweets belonging to the cluster in McAllen city were classified

in the low-medium category. Although this number represents only 0.4% of the total

between tweets and reports classified, tweets in this category represent a good example

of the importance of considering geographic context in tweet classification. Tweets in this

category would have been excluded or assigned to the low-relevance category if cluster

analysis had not been performed. Tweets close to the river served to confirm that these

tweets were worth checking for response operations.

There were 1,373 tweets classified in the low-relevance category (29.4% of the total).

Most of the tweets belonging to this category were sent from high population-density

areas, such as big cities like Houston, Dallas and Austin. In fact, all tweets sent from

Dallas and Austin were classified in this category which makes sense since according to

official reports these cities were not directly impacted by the hurricane. Also, 217 tweets

were completely excluded after completing the filtering process, which corresponds to the

4.6%. This indicates that the original amount of tweets was reduced to almost 34% of

the total.

Regarding the spatial correspondence between tweets and spotter reports with areas

delimiting floods, the results indicated that only a total 87 of spotter reports and tweets

were sent from the identified flooded areas –around 2% of the total. In fact, only 4

spotter reports were from within flooded areas. This low spatial correspondence could
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be explained by the detailed delimitation of these areas, as illustrated in Figure 3.7,

and the formats and intermediate products involved in their creation. For example, this

information was originally provided as a raster file resulting from the analysis of satellite

and radar images, and had to be vectorized to assess the correspondence with tweets.

However, we did not expect full correspondence between the two data sources. We did

expect that most of the tweets lying in flooded areas to be classified as the high, high-

medium, or medium relevance categories; and this was indeed the case. The 79.3% of the

tweets sent from the identified flooded-areas were classified as in these three categories.

A total of 20.7% of the tweets sent from the identified flooded-areas, were classified in

the low-reliability category. None of the tweets classified in the low-medium category

were from flooded areas; and most importantly, none of the tweets excluded were sent

from those areas.

3.7 Conclusions

This study proposes a quantitative framework to identify and prioritize relevant and

reliable tweets for emergency response. The novelty of this approach lies in the use of

authoritative data such as hazard-related information and on-the-ground reports that are

both provided by trained weather spotters and validated by the NWS. The framework

consists of four main filters that allow the exclusion or classification of tweets. The filters

are: spatial correspondence with counties officially declared as disaster areas, proximity

to spotter reports, inclusion of textual content potentially relevant to inform emergency

response operations, and membership in spatial clusters.

Results of this study confirm the importance of leveraging both authoritative geo-

graphic information related to the disaster and the geographic coordinates from where

tweets were sent to improve their filtering and classification. Although we used informa-
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tion about counties officially declared as disaster areas as the authoritative geographic

information in the first filter, the use of this information will depend on their availability

and limitations as well as on the nature of the disaster event under study and its charac-

teristics. In fact, other hazard-related or risk-related information might work better. For

example, if hazard maps for the disaster area are available and updated, we suggest that

these be used instead of disaster declaration areas or as a new filter, since they might

produce more accurate classification results.

The proximity of tweets to spotter reports was assessed by creating a hexagonal

grid that assigns a spatial vicinity to each tweet and report. In order to define an

optimum hexagon size, we suggest consideration of a size that not only best captures

the spatial variability of tweets but also takes into account the potential effects of the

disaster under study. Vulnerability-related information could also be used for proximity

analysis, if available. This would include for example, the location of points of interest

such as gas stations, hospitals or subways, that in case of being affected would constitute

a secondary disaster for their neighbors. One possibility to incorporate this analysis

within the framework could be to assign a higher level of relevance to tweets sent from

areas covered by hexagons with these points of interest.

Content analysis played a key role in classifying and excluding non-relevant tweets.

Results demonstrated that topic modeling served to identify topics non-relevant for emer-

gency response operations, allowing the exclusion of tweets classified in those topics. Since

the Twitter dataset used in this study was collected by the University of North Texas

and not specifically for the purpose of this study, it might not contain tweets related to

Hurricane Harvey that do not contain the keywords or hashtags included for the filtering.

For future studies, we recommend the use of generic words as keywords or hashtags–such

as ’Hurricane’ or ’Flooding’ during the filtering process in order to enrich tweets content

classification.
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Future research might also evaluate two new filters to be added to the proposed

framework. One, to consider the non-geotagged tweets, specifically the geocoded ones.

Although geotagged tweets have a higher degree of reliability associated with positional

accuracy, they represent only a 1% sub-sample of the total tweets. The use of geocoded

tweets might enrich tweets classification and filtering; however, it is important to consider

their low positional accuracy when assessing reliability. The second filter is one that

leverages machine learning and image classification techniques to consider images or

media embedded in tweets for their classification.

Finally, it is worth noting that while we used as a case study a disaster that has already

occurred, we are confident that this framework will work similarly when implemented

for prioritizing disaster-related tweets in real-time or near real time, as is expected for

emergency management. The difference is that when the framework is used for a disaster

that already occurred, some of the filters are used to assess tweets reliability, while when

used in near-real time, those filters will work to control tweets reliability.
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Chapter 4

What do people tweet during

weather-related disaster events?

Abstract

The microblog Twitter has become a useful tool for the general public to post messages

about their perceptions and opinions concerning weather-related disaster events. Data

shared by the general public through this platform represents timely, updated, and on-site

information that can inform emergency response operations, so researchers from different

fields have taken great interest in developing methods to classify and identify relevant

information that serves to inform emergency response. Using Hurricane Sandy and the

2013 Colorado floods as case studies, this study explores what type of textual content

is usually included by the general public in their tweets about weather-related disaster

events, and how this content varies over time. The novelty of this work lies in the use

of hierarchical clustering methods to explore tweets content and the preprocessing of the

data that takes into account the spatial and temporal distribution of tweets.
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4.1 Introduction

Twitter is a widely used social media platform where the general public can share

information and opinions about events in near real-time, including those about weather-

related disasters. Such information might be timely and useful to forecasters and emer-

gency managers to enrich their knowledge of an event and improve the communication

of warnings. However, due to the high volumes of Twitter data posted every day and

the unstructured format of the platform, it is still challenging to use this data source to

prioritize content that is useful for decision-making as well as to explore their content

for impact assessment. This limits the usefulness of tweets in disaster risk management

activities such as emergency management and the improvement of early warning systems

(Gall, Borden, & Cutter, 2009; Horita, Degrossi, Assis, Zipf, & Porto, 2013).

The large volume of twitter data, along with its unstructured and heterogeneous na-

ture, demand new interdisciplinary approaches and methods for its analysis(Cervone et

al., 2015; Poorthuis et al., 2014; Steiger, Resch, & Zipf, 2016a). For this reason and over

more than a decade, different disciplines, including computer science, information sci-

ence, geosciences and linguistics, have created methods to glean knowledge from Twitter

data. These methods include natural language processing, social network analysis, se-

mantic analysis, and clustering and classification by machine learning techniques(Imran

et al., 2014; Steiger, de Albuquerque, & Zipf, 2015). Some studies in cartography and

Geographic Information Science have presented novel methods that combine data mining

and machine learning techniques with spatial analysis and geovisualization for the anal-

ysis of this data. For instance, in order to explore the use of Twitter data to characterize

urban activities, Steiger, Resch, and Zipf (2016b) proposed a geographical and hierarchi-

cal self-organizing map approach to cluster tweets based on their distances in geographic,

temporal and semantic space. Another example is the study by Martin and Schuurman
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(2017), who used topic modeling and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm (LDA)

to identify topics in tweets sent from neighborhoods in Vancouver and then visualized

them in tag maps that represent text terms in their geographically referenced content.

Some of the proposed methodological approaches around these topics have used case

studies within the disasters domain. An example of this is the study by Resch, Usländer,

and Havas (2018) to assess the footprint of damage caused by disasters. For this, the

authors used topic modeling with LDA to extract ‘earthquake’ and ‘damage’ related

tweets, and afterwards, analyzed the temporal and spatial distributions using local spatial

autocorrelation for hot spot detection. Another example is the study by Q. Huang and

Xiao (2015), who used tweets during and about Hurricane Sandy to train and validate

a coding schema for categorizing tweets into different themes for emergency response.

However, despite these efforts to identify particular information in datasets containing

tweets, it is not clear yet what is the common content that people from areas affected by

disasters shared on Twitter.

Knowing what type of information people share on Twitter–or are able to share–

would help to develop protocols that can guide the general public to contribute useful

information during emergencies. Although low-tech interventions have been proposed in

this regard, such as a crisis-specific Twitter hashtag syntax that allows the general public

to purposefully upload information in machine-readable form(Starbird & Stamberger,

2010), they have not been adopted by Twitter users. In order for protocols like this to

work, we need to know first what is the type of content commonly shared from areas

affected by the disasters.

In this study we examine what type of textual content is usually included by the gen-

eral public in their tweets about weather-related disaster events, and how this content

varies over time. Given that we want to get a view of data content at different granular-

ities, the novelty of this work lies in both the use of hierarchical clustering methods to
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group tweets based on the similarity of words they contained, and the preprocessing of

the data that takes into account the spatial and temporal distribution of tweets. Using

Hurricane Sandy and the 2013 Colorado Floods as case studies, this study addresses two

questions: a) how does hierarchical clustering allow us to identify the type of content

most commonly included in tweets on weather-related disaster events; and b) does hi-

erarchical clustering serve to identify local events or effects triggered by disaster events

and mentioned in tweets?

4.2 Hurricane Sandy

Sandy was the largest hurricane of the 2012 season and the second most costly cyclone

to hit the United States since 1900. Total damage in the US was estimated by the

National Hurricane Center at near $50 billion, and the number of direct fatalities reached

147. Eighty-seven deaths were indirectly associated with Sandy or its remnants in the

country, fifty were the result of secondary effects caused by extended power outages

during the cold weather such as hypothermia, and the remaining deaths were mostly

from storm cleanup efforts. Before hitting the eastern seaboard of the United States,

Sandy had already wreaked havoc in the Caribbean, Bahamas and Bermuda(Blake et

al., 2013).

Sandy was a late-season hurricane that formed on 22 October 2012 over Jamaica,

peaked in strength as a Category 3 hurricane over Cuba, passed the Bahamas, and

continued to grow in size while moving northeast along the United States coast. The

hurricane made its landfall on the continental United States on 29 October 2012 near

Brigantine, NJ, with winds reaching 70 knots and with the storm surge reaching as high

as 3.85 m. Although Sandy made landfall as an extratropical low, its strong winds, heavy

rains and storm surge were felt onshore for many hours while Sandy was still a hurricane.
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After landfall, the cyclone turned toward the west-northwest and moved through southern

New Jersey, northern Delaware and southern Pennsylvania. The center of the cyclone

became ill defined over northeastern Ohio after 31 October, and the remnants of Sandy

moved northward to northeastward over Ontario, Canada(Blake et al., 2013).

In the US, damage was reported by the National Hurricane Center in terms of the

different secondary events triggered by the hurricane(Blake et al., 2013). Sandy caused

minor coastal flooding, and very large swells along the coasts damaged some structures

in Florida and the Carolinas. In Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania, high

winds downed trees and power lines, and heavy rains caused some flooding in localized

areas. The extent of the catastrophic damage along the New Jersey and New York coasts

was unprecedented in the state’s history. Whole communities were inundated by water

and sand and more than 5 million residences lost electricity for several weeks.

According to Shelton et al. (2014), the material effects of Sandy on people living in

the affected areas were clearly reflected in their online social media activities, as well

as in the online activities of people living thousands of miles away. As such, Hurricane

Sandy offers an opportunity to explore whether the secondary and more local events

described above were reported by people on the ground, and to conduct analyses to see

if information contributed by the general public could better characterize the event.

4.3 The 2013 Colorado Floods

The 2013 Colorado floods were induced by an 8-day long heavy rainfall period that

began on September 9 over a broad region of the Colorado Front Range foothills and

adjacent plains in the United States. Three episodes of torrential rainfall struck the

Front Range from Fort Collins southward to Colorado Springs and east to Denver and

Aurora, CO. The most intense events occurred on the nights of September 1112, and
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September 15. Rainfall totals far exceeded existing records. In Boulder, 24-hour amounts

exceeded 9 inches by the morning of September 12, nearly doubling the previous record

. As a result, from September 11 to September 16, devastating and widespread flash

flooding, landslides and debris flows occurred along much of the Front Range of the

Rocky Mountains in eastern Colorado from Colorado Springs to Fort Collins. Flash

flooding in tributary streams would later evolve into major river flooding on the lower

main stem South Platte River, eventually reaching the Platte River in western Nebraska

(Uccellini, 2014).

Although flash flooding from locally heavy rainfall is not uncommon in this region,

there were different reasons to consider these floods exceptional, for example: the pro-

tracted duration of heavy rainfall, the prolonged duration of flooding days to weeks

following the cessation of rainfall, and the widespread spatial extent of both the rainfall

and the flooding impacts (Gochis et al., 2015). According to the Spatial Hazard Events

and Losses Database for the United States (SHELDUS)1, the 2013 Colorado Floods’

death toll was nine, and the total economic damage of this event was estimated at near

$2 billion.

4.4 Data

This research relies on two datasets consisting of tweets related to each case study.

Both datasets were provided by the DOLLY project at the University of Kentucky and

consist of geotagged tweets sent from within the United States. While each tweet has a

variety of associated metadata, the datasets used only contain the text, user identification

number, timestamp and geographic coordinates of the tweet. The Sandy dataset contains

1The SHELDUS database is an initiative of the Hazards and Vulnerability and Research Institute at
the University of South Carolina to consolidate a county-level hazard data set for the U.S.
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141,909 tweets downloaded according to specific keywords2 representing approximately

1.7% of all Sandy-related tweets collected during the period of October 24 to October

31 of 2012(Shelton et al., 2014). The Colorado dataset contains 5,912 tweets collected

during September 2013 and was filtered by Ye Ye (2016) using nine keywords and three

hashtags3. Additionally, official information from the SHELDUS database was considered

to identify the states affected by each event.

4.5 Methods

Three main stages characterize dataset analysis: pre-processing, spatio-temporal fil-

tering and content analysis. During the pre-processing, datasets were cleaned to reduce

noise and any redundancy among the tweets. The spatio-temporal filtering grouped

tweets according to different stages of the emergency and the stages officially identified

as disaster areas. The content analysis then worked to categorize tweet content using

hierarchical clustering, which was performed at two different levels: for each dataset as

a whole, and then for each subset created by the spatio-temporal filtering. Since the

results of content analysis also helped identify noise in the data–such as tweets generated

by bots–the whole process was performed one more time afterwards with the cleaned

datasets, as is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Data Pre-Processing

Data preprocessing was a key part of our study. It reduced tweets to word vectors

containing their most common words. Data preprocessing started by removing duplicated

2According to Shelton et al. (2014), the keywords used to filter out the reports contained in Sandy’s
dataset were: ‘sandy’, ‘frankenstorm’, ‘flood’ or variations thereof.

3According to Ye (2016), the keywords used to filter out the reports contained in the Colorado dataset
were: ‘boulderflood’, ‘cowx’, ‘nwsboulder’, ‘coflood’, ‘cuboulder flood’, ‘jeffcoflood’, ‘waldoflood’, ‘flood
gas’ and ‘flood infrastructure’; and the hashtags used were: #cofloodrelief, #coloradostrong, #boulder.
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Figure 4.1: Overall flow for data analysis.

or reshared tweets, as well as tweets sent by bots and advertisements using keywords, such

as ‘TweetMyJobs’–as suggested in previous studies(Andrienko et al., 2013). This was

followed by a general text cleaning that included lowercase conversion and the removal of

punctuation, whitespaces, numbers, special characters4 and common stop words. For our

study, we used the SMART list of English stop words defined in the R tm package(Feinerer

& Hornik, 2019), which was also used in the next stages– tokenization and stemming.

Following the cleaning, we split tweets text into individual words known as tokens–

a process known as tokenization. Tokens were then stemmed; which means converted

into the word’s original lemma or root form such as floods and flooding to flood (Leetaru,

2012). Thus, the resulting lemmas may or may not be the exact words used in the tweets.

This process reduced the amount of data to be processed and prepared tweets content

for the similarity analysis that was conducted in the content analysis stage.

Spatio-temporal Filtering

This stage aimed to: 1) create subsets of the original datasets that best represent

tweets sent from the states affected by the events under study–called study areas; and 2)

define temporal stages in the temporal distribution of tweets.

4Such as the hashtag sign (#) from the beginning of all hashtag words, the forward slash (/) included
in internet links or the ‘at’ sign (@) used for user mentions.
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Spatio-temporal filtering started with an exploration of the spatial and temporal

distribution of tweets in each of the datasets. For this, we created animated maps for

each dataset to see the evolution of the tweeting process during the events. The animated

maps represent the time when every tweet was posted and the location from where they

were sent, allowing visualization of the temporal and spatial distribution of the reports.

The animated maps are available online5, and a screenshot of these animated maps is

presented in Figure 4.2. Due to the high number of tweets available for Hurricane Sandy,

we created an application that allowed us to further explore the spatial distribution of

tweets from this dataset and check if the stages that could be defined based on the official

technical reports of the event resemble the temporal distribution of tweets. A video

introducing the application is available online6, and a screenshot of this application is

presented in Figure 4.3.

Spatial Filtering

The extent of the study area for each event was defined based on the states impacted

by the events, according to the Spatial Hazard Events and Losses Database for the

United States (SHELDUS). For the Colorado flood, only tweets sent from the state of

Colorado were filtered and considered for content analysis, whereas for Hurricane Sandy

the 13 states impacted by the event were used as filters for the analysis: Maryland,

Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, North

Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Hampshire. Polygons

defining the extent of the states affected by the disasters were downloaded from the

United States Census Bureau and used to filter the datasets7. After filtering and pre-

processing, the Sandy dataset contained 99,360 tweets (70% of the original number), and

5Animated maps can be accessed here: https://goo.gl/RGAccj
6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsN3JUE7jBY
7http://www.census.gov
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Figure 4.2: Screenshots of animated maps representing tweets included in each of the
datasets. Hurricane Sandy (top) and Colorado Floods (bottom)

the Colorado dataset contained 3,604 tweets (61% of the original number).

Temporal Filtering

Based on histograms, animated maps, and technical reports about the events under

study, different temporal stages were identified to classify tweets. For hurricane Sandy,

since the dataset contains a week-long collection of tweets that corresponds to the impact
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Figure 4.3: Screenshots of the application created to explore spatial and temporal
distribution of tweets on Hurricane Sandy

phase of the hurricane within the United States, tweets were classified according to stages

identified in the emergency evolution based on Blake et al. (2013). These stages are

described in Table 4.1.

On the other hand, the month-long collection of reports in the Colorado dataset were

classified into four different stages of the event evolution identified by Gochis et al.Gochis

et al. (2015). These stages are described in Table 4.2.

The result of these temporal classifications were examined using sequenced word

clouds, which are a combination of histograms and word clouds that aims to represent

the chronological evolution of thematic content(Ye, 2016). Figure 4.5 and figure 4.4

show the sequenced word clouds created for Hurricane Sandy and the 2013 Colorado

flood, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Temporal stages defined for Hurricane Sandy.

Stage Dates Description

Calm October 24 at 4:00AM to
October 28 at 2:00AM

Sandy became a hurricane, made land-
fall in Jamaica and then weakened to a
tropical storm

Pre-peak October 28 at 2:00AM to
October 29 at 2:00AM

Sandy changed again from tropical
storm to hurricane.

Peak October 29 at 2:00AM to
October 30 at 2:00AM

Sandy curved northwest and moved to-
wards the shore near New Jersey. Most
of the schools and universities closed
and transit systems shut down in New
York city, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Washington DC.

Post-peak October 30 at 2:00AM to
October 31 at 2:00 AM

No more Sandy activity is reported by
the National Weather Service8.

Calm2 October 31 at 2:00 AM to
November 1 at 4:00AM

Until data collection finished.

Content Analysis

Methods that attempt to derive meaning from textual content are presented under the

catch-all term content analysis. Two general approaches are used for content analysis:

topic modeling and clustering. Topic modeling is associated with data dimensionality

reduction. It aims to transform a large dataset of content into a smaller dataset consisting

of topics with associated clusters of terms. Thus, each tweet can belong to different topics

each with an associated probability. Alternatively, clustering techniques allow researchers

to organize tweets into different groups based on some suitable similarity measure.
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Table 4.2: Temporal stages defined for the 2013 Colorado Floods.

Stage Dates Description

Pre-flood September 1 to September
10

Includes reports sent before the heavy
rainfall started in Boulder.

Flood September 11 to Septem-
ber 15

Covers the primary flood event .

Immediate
Aftermath

September 16 to Septem-
ber 22

The week right after the primary event
occurred.

Post-flood September 23 to Septem-
ber 30

Until data collection finished.

In this study, we used clustering as a method to classify tweets based on their content.

Clustering methods allow computers to determine a set of categories based on similarity

patterns that emerge from the data, rather than predefined categories(Leetaru, 2012).

Specifically, we used hierarchical clustering, an automated clustering technique that com-

putes pairwise similarity between tweets–by looking at the words included in the tweet–

and takes that measurement to successively group them into the most similar clusters.

In a hierarchical clustering scheme, each tweet is initially considered its own cluster.

Clusters are successively merged until an optimum number of clusters is reached based

on the similarity distances between them. In order to calculate similarity, term vectors

are created from tweets text, which consists of a matrix where the text of each tweet is

converted into a numerical representation–called the document term matrix. The process

used by the computer to create that vector representation is described as follows. First,

a master list of all unique words contained in each dataset of tweets is created. Then,
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Figure 4.4: Sequenced word cloud for Hurricane Sandy.

for each tweet, the number of times each of those words appears is counted. Finally, the

rows in the matrix are the complete list of words contained in each dataset and each

column records how many times each of those words appeared in a given tweet(Leetaru,

2012).

Once tweets were converted as described, a cosine similarity measure was used to

calculate the similarity between tweets. Cosine similarity is one of the most common

measures to compute similarity, and it is defined as the cosine angular distance–the

dot product– divided by the multiplied magnitudes(Zhao & Karypis, 2005). Basically,

with this measurement, we treated the two tweets as simple geometric word vectors in

space and computed the angle between them. The value of this angle ranges between 0

and 1, a value of 0 would indicate that tweets were exactly the same or have the same

word usage, while values close to one would indicate tweets have significant differences

in wording(Leetaru, 2012).
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Figure 4.5: Sequenced word cloud for the 2013 Colorado flood.

4.6 Results and Discussion

The results of hierarchical clustering are presented in dendrograms which are tree

diagrams with two main purposes: one, to represent the hierarchical categorization of

clusters and the relationship between them, and second, to illustrate the taxonomic

relationships between each tweet at every level of clustering(Leetaru, 2012). Figure 4.6

shows the resulting general dendrograms for each dataset in our study.

General dendrograms can be described as follows: each color represents a cluster,

words included in each cluster are the most common ones identified in tweets belonging

to the cluster9, branches illustrate relationships and hierarchies among clusters, and the

length of the horizontal lines used to draw the branches represent similarity distance.

Thus, for example, in the case of the Sandy dataset in figure 4.6, tweets using the words

‘school’ and ‘thank’ were similar, or used almost the same words as tweets using the

9It is worth also mentioning that since the number of clusters can be very high and not easy to
visualize in a single dendrogram, we removed sparse terms from the document term matrix, which serves
to ignore terms that have a document frequency lower than a given threshold (0.98) helping generalization
and preventing overfitting.
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Figure 4.6: General Dendrograms. Hurricane Sandy (left) and Colorado Floods (right)

words ‘work’ and ‘day’, and therefore were identified as in the same cluster. General

dendrograms provided an overall idea of the type of content that characterize tweets

belonging to every cluster. Some examples for the Sandy case are tweets referring to

no school or work, and tweets about sympathy messages for people to stay safe; and

for the Colorado case are tweets referring to the warning which include words such as

‘flash’, ‘warn’ and ‘nws’ —calls from the NWS. Tweets in this nws-warn-flash cluster in

the Colorado case have a shorter similarity distance than other clusters in the dataset.

Results of hierarchical clustering applied to datasets filtered by temporal stages are

presented in figures 4.7 and 4.8. These figures show sequences of dendrograms, and each

dendrogram in the sequence shows the results of hierarchical clustering applied to tweets

in each of the temporal stages. These results present a more detailed characterization

of the type of content included in tweets of each dataset. For example, in the Colorado
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flood case, by considering the temporal stages it was possible to identify clusters of tweets

referring to local events related to the floods. Thus, instead of tweeting about the 2013

Colorado floods as a general event, people tweeted during the flood stage about a specific

local effect like a road closure. Clusters related to local events changed throughout the

different stages defined for the event: during the pre-flood there is a cluster of tweets

referring to rain, during the flood there is a cluster of tweets referring to the rain but

also another one referring to the flash flood. During the immediate aftermath the cluster

referring to the warning included mentions of thunderstorms, and in the post-flood, the

cluster including calls to the Colorado Weather Service (‘cowx’) also had mentions of

snow.

Figure 4.7: Sequenced Dendrograms for Hurricane Sandy.

In the Hurricane Sandy case, there were also clusters related to local events, such as

the cluster during the pre-peak containing messages referring to the cancelation of school

as a preventive measure. There were also clusters of tweets during the peak referring

to power outages and during post-peak with announcements that the power was back.
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Figure 4.8: Sequenced Dendrograms for 2013 Colorado Floods.

Clusters related to local events such as rain and winds appeared in the pre-calm and the

peak stages but did not change during the temporal stages as in the Colorado case, which

totally makes sense due to the duration of each event and the differences in the tweeting

periods–a month for Colorado and a week for Sandy.

Although sequenced word clouds (figures 4.5 and 4.4) already provided a general

idea of the content of tweets and how conversation about an event evolved, sequenced

dendrograms presented those words within the cluster to which they belong. Then, words

like ‘thank’ or ‘safe’ that usually have a positive connotation and seem non-nonsense

for an disastrous event like Sandy, were presented with more context, such as: thank-

school-cancel-tomorrow which relates to tweets like ‘Thanks God school is cancelled for

tomorrow’ sent during the pre-peak. Other examples of clusters for Sandy were presented

as: ‘hope-everyone-safe’ during the post-peak, or ‘thank-power- back-work-home-today’
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in the post-calm.

In order to further explore the distribution of tweets about the identified local events

over time, we created line charts showing the percentage of tweets containing words

referring to the local events per day (see figures 4.9 and 4.10). Figure 4.9 shows results

for Hurricane Sandy, for which identified words associated with local events were: flood,

power (referring to power outage), rain, storm, wind. The highest percentage of tweets

using these words was posted on October 30th, a day after the hurricane made its landfall.

From the tweets sent that day, around 32% of the tweets contained references to wind, and

around 30% of the tweets to power; whereas only around 15% of the tweets contained

references to flood. This suggested that people tweeting were more concerned about

wind-related damages/affectations than those potentially caused by floods. Figure 4.10

shows results for the Colorado floods, for which identified words were: flash (related to

flash floods), rain, snow, storm, thunderstorm and water. The highest percentage of

tweets using words like flash floods, rain, and water were posted on September 12th, a

day after the heavy rainfall started. Different from Hurricane Sandy, there were words

like thunderstorm that have a very different pattern, suggesting that there were at least

three thunderstorms during the month.

4.7 Conclusions

In this study we examined what type of textual content is usually included by the

general public in their tweets on weather-related disaster events, and how this content

varies over time. For this, we filtered tweets sent from areas affected by the disasters,

classified tweets based on temporal stages–defined based on the temporal distribution

of tweets and the evolution of the event under study, and used hierarchical clustering

analysis to classify tweets based on their content. Plots and tools such as interactive
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of tweets mentioning local effects of Hurricane Sandy by re-
porting time.

maps and an application to explore the temporal and spatial distribution of the data

were created and served to inform the definition of temporal stages and spatial filters.

Results showed that hierarchical clustering served to classify tweets based on the

similarity of the words included in the text. Although results also show that the clusters

identified gave an idea of the general themes and the common words included in tweets,

the results needed to be carefully interpreted because they were presented as a list of

tokens for each cluster. In fact, for future research it would be valuable to evaluate how

the results of hierarchical clustering compare to or complement results obtained with

other content analysis methods, such as topic modeling.

This study confirms the importance of classifying tweets based on temporal stages

prior to analyzing tweets content. Once hierarchical clustering was used in tweets classi-

fied by temporal stages, the algorithm identified local events associated with each of the

events, such as power outages or road closures. The evolution of these events over time

was also captured by the algorithm, for example, the clusters related to power outages

included words that allow us to know in which stage people start mentioning the power

outage and when the power was back.
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of tweets mentioning local effects of the Colorado flood by
reporting time.

The definition of these temporal stages depends on data availability, the characteris-

tics of the events and their evolution. In the case of the floods, some of the local effects

identified in tweets correspond to the type of damage caused by floods that affected the

region in the past such as road closures (Gochis et al., 2015). In the case of the hurricane,

the local effects identified in the tweets were mainly those related to wind and power out-

ages. Identifying this type of information can be useful to improve tweet filtering and

search, but also to improve the communication of disaster warnings.

Besides the temporal filtering, the geographic coordinates embedded in geotagged

tweets were used to filter only those tweets sent from areas affected by the disasters

according to official reports. Results confirm that spatial filtering and temporal classifi-

cation of tweets prior to content analysis led to more accurate results. As future research,

we plan to leverage the geographic coordinates embedded in or associated with tweets

to follow-up this question of what do people tweet about weather-related disaster events,

with where people tweet what they tweet.
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Conclusions

This dissertation aimed to understand how Twitter data, posted by the general public,

can be used to inform how weather-related disaster events are experienced at a local

scale. The core problem is that despite the potential of Twitter data to contribute

on-the-ground and timely information that might be very useful to inform emergency

response, tweets are neither used yet by emergency responders and relief organizations

in a systematic fashion, nor integrated into their tools for decision making. Two reasons

for this are the uncertain nature of Twitter data–people can tweet any time, anywhere

and about anything in an unstructured text limited to 280 characters–and the lack of

credibility associated with them. This has motivated researchers from different fields

to find methods that seek to identify and summarize relevant, reliable and actionable

information for emergency response. This dissertation was intended to challenge some

of the assumptions that underlie these methods, and proposes new approaches from a

geographic perspective. The dissertation progressed through a sequence of three studies,

using different case studies. In the following paragraphs, I will review the key findings of

these studies and suggest future directions.

In chapter 2, the 2013 Colorado Floods were used as a case study to evaluate to
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what extent spatial and temporal filtering of tweets can serve to produce a dataset that

best contains tweets whose content is useful for emergency management. Additionally,

three different spatial filters were evaluated in order to determine which is the most ad-

vantageous to best classify tweets by topic and thus identify actionable information for

emergency response. The results confirmed that spatiotemporal filtering of Twitter data

prior to analyzing the content enhances the identification of actionable information for

emergency response. Regarding filter evaluation, it was found that despite the fact that

our original assumption was that spatial filters defined based on hazard-related informa-

tion would work better than those resulting from spatial cluster analysis or those based

on delimitation of counties warned by the NWS, results showed that that is not always

the case. The definition of spatial filters to identify actionable information for emergency

response depends on the availability and limitations of hazard-related information, and

on the final user of the filtered information–since the meaning of actionable information

may vary across emergency responder roles. Additionally, I found that the number and

content of topics identified after using spatial hierarchical clustering are similar to those

identified after using the delimitation of counties warned by the NWS as a spatial filter.

Chapter 3 discussed the notion of quality of data contributed by the general public

and proposed a quantitative framework to identify and prioritize relevant and reliable

tweets for emergency response. The novelty of this framework lies in the use of authori-

tative data such as hazard-related information and on-the-ground reports that are both

provided by trained weather spotters and validated by the NWS. The framework con-

sists of four main filters that allow the exclusion or classification of tweets: 1) spatial

correspondence with counties officially declared as disaster areas; 2) proximity to spotter

reports; 3) inclusion of textual content potentially relevant to inform emergency response

operations; and 4) membership in spatial clusters. Hurricane Harvey was used as a case

study to illustrate this framework, and results confirmed the effectiveness of all these
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four filters and presented the filter based on content analysis as the most definitive. This

study confirmed the importance of leveraging both authoritative geographic information

related to the disaster and on-the-ground disaster-related reports–which represent volun-

teered geographic information– to prioritize reliable and relevant tweets for emergency

management.

Chapter 4 used Hurricane Sandy and the 2013 Colorado floods as case studies to

explore what type of textual content is usually included by the general public in their

tweets on weather-related disaster events, and how this content varies over time. The

novelty of this work is the use of hierarchical clustering methods to explore tweets content,

and the preprocessing of the data that takes into account their spatial and temporal

distribution. I found that hierarchical clustering serves to classify tweets based on the

similarity of the words included in the text, but results need to be carefully interpreted.

Results confirmed the importance of classifying tweets based on temporal stages prior

to analyzing the tweets content. This temporal classification depends on both data

availability and the characteristics of the events and their evolution. For tweets classified

by temporal stages, the algorithm identified local events associated with each of the

events under study, such as power outages or road closures. The evolution of these local

events over time was also captured from tweets content by the algorithm. Identifying

this type of information can be useful to improve tweets filtering and searching, but also

to improve the communication of disaster warning.

Three of the most common findings across the three chapters are mentioned as follows.

The first and probably most obvious one is that Twitter data needs extensive data clean-

ing and preprocessing in order to offer meaningful insights. For this, natural language

processing tools and data mining techniques play a key role. The second finding is that

both authoritative geographic information and updated hazards assessments of the area

under study play an important role in the definition of spatial filters that improve data
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classification and filtering. In the same way, official and contextual information about

the event under study plays a key role for the definition of temporal filters. Finally, and

regarding content analysis, the main finding is that it is not that the bigger the dataset,

the more meaningful will be the insights of content analysis for emergency management.

Rather, it is that the better filtered the dataset is, the more meaningful the insights.

Future research

Future research should test the suitability of the approaches presented here when con-

sidering non-geotagged tweets, as well as other available data sources. The studies only

focused on the use of geotagged tweets. This type of tweets have a higher positional accu-

racy in comparison to the non-geotagged tweets that turn them into a valuable resource

for disaster related research–especially in studies focused on locating affected people and

damage caused by disasters, or planning evacuation routes. However, geotagged tweets

only represent a 1% sub-sample of the total tweets. Moreover, in June 2019 Twitter an-

nounced that it would remove the precise geotagging feature in tweets in order to protect

users’ privacy. While this decision may not result in a major loss of precisely geotagged

tweets–since around 80% of the precisely geotagged tweets come from third-party apps,

it will certainly cause a decrease in data volume(Hu & Wang, 2020).

The datasets used in the studies presented here rely exclusively on the textual content

embedded in tweets. While it is through text content that the general public usually

convey messages through this platform, the use of photos and videos is getting more

and more common. As future research, I would like to expand approaches presented

here by considering media content embedded in tweets such as photos or videos. A

possible approach for this is using artificial intelligence methods such as computer vision

algorithms and Convolutional Neural Networks to identify media content, and assigning
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any type of tag to it that could be used later in tweets classification. This type of

content could complement and enrich content analysis methods, and therefore enrich the

approaches for filtering and prioritization of tweets presented in this work.

In the near future, and inspired by the results obtained in chapter 3, I would like

to engage in research on data reliability. Although there are different paths by which

future research on this single topic may extend, I will only mention the two of them

that are closer to my interests. One is exploring the role that geographic information

can play in preventing or alerting about misinformation and rumors shared through

platforms such as Twitter. The second path is the representation of data reliability.

Given the low quality and trustworthiness attributed to general-public data contributed

via Twitter, it is essential to investigate how the quality of this data is represented and

implemented in tools used for decision making. In the same way, and after noticing the

key role played by geographic information related to disasters–such as that derived from

hazard, vulnerability and damage assessments–it is important to think about methods

to represent quality of this type of data as well as its absence.
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